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The aim of this thesis is to study numerical approaches for solving the time-
dependent Schrodinger equation for systems of electrons conned in quantum
dots (QD) [1]. Time evolution in quantum physics is a eld of study where
there still is much uncovered science. Historically a lack of computing power
and ecient algorithms have made it dicult to perform time-dependent cal-
culations on non-trivial quantum systems. With the arrival of more powerful
computers the possibilities for time evolusion has increased. The standard
approach has been to solve the full time-dependent Schrodinger equation.
However, this approach, while numerically exact within the model space,
scales exponentially with the number of degrees of freedom, and the increase
in computing power is still not enough. Using approximate methods the
exponential scaling can be avoided - or at least staggered. To study time-
dependent methods we rst have to examine time-independent methods of
solving the quantum many-body problem, as most time-dependent methods
are based on the principles of their time-independent counterparts. To solve
the time-independent many-body problem, we have methods like Hartree-
Fock, Conguration Interaction [2], Coupled Cluster [3], Variational Monte
Carlo [4], Diusion Monte Carlo [5] and Density-Functional Theory [6]. All
these methods have dierent strengths and weaknesses, e.g., the Congura-
tion Interaction is numerically exact1, but comes at a huge computational
cost, Density Functional Theory can simulate large systems, but the func-
tional form does not always describe the system correctly. Some of the meth-
ods above have a time-dependent version, or sometimes a combination of the
methods mentioned are used to create a time-dependent method.
One method, the Multiconguration Time-Dependent Hartree-Fock (MCT-
DHF) - the de facto method for time evolution [7], is the one we will focus on
1Within a chosen model space.
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in this thesis. The MCTDHF method combines ideas from Time-Dependent
Conguration Interaction (TDCI) [8] and Time-Dependent Hartree-Fock (TDHF) [9],
into a new method.
Using the MCTDHF method we will explore the time evolution of quan-
tum dots. The study of quantum dots is an active eld which has gotten
much attention lately, but in terms of time-dependent computations little
has previously been done. The purpose of this thesis is to eciently solve
the MCTDHF equations of motion by developing a C++ program for time
evolution. The implementation is described, and the code is shown to work
by reproducing known published results. The systems we explore are mostly
of academic interest, but as the code is made to be highly modular the study
of more realistic systems are possible. The ground state is found by imagi-
nary time propagation and dynamics is studied by applying time-dependent
electric eld to the system. Next, we study the double quantum dot in one-
and two-dimensions. The double quantum dot is modeled by two potential
wells in close vicinity of one another. Dynamics are studied by applying
electric elds. The double quantum dot is used, for example, as qubits in
quantum computers [10], a highly active eld of research. However, this re-
quires an interaction with a magnetic eld - a feature not yet implemented,
but the plans are there.
The aim of this thesis is to study the MCTDHF method, and apply it
to systems of quantum dots. The quantum dots are highly modular systems
which, by tuning the connement strength, we can use to simulate both
highly correlated systems and systems with only weak correlations. This way
we can study correlation eects in quantum dots. But another aspect is to
examine how the MCTDHF method manages for highly correlated systems.
Methods like the Time-Dependent Hartree-Fock is known to behave badly
for highly correlated systems. We will examine how the MCTDHF is aected
at dierent degrees of correlation and compare the results with TDHF. The
convergence properties of MCTDHF will also be studied.
As a part of the research done for this thesis an assorted number of
quantum many-body methods were studied and numerically implemented.
Methods programmed are Hartree-Fock, Conguration Interaction, Varia-
tional Monte Carlo, Diusion Monte Carlo and Time-Dependent Congura-
tion Interaction. Some of the methods are used as a basis for comparison
of results later shown. If the reader is interested, some of these implemen-
tations are made freely available at https://github.com/sigvebs under a
GPL license. The MCTDHF code developed as part of this thesis is also
found at this address.
Work done in time evolution of quantum systems by earlier masters stu-
dents are:
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 'A critical study of the nite dierence and nite element methods for
the time dependent Schrodinger equation' [11] by Simen Kvaal.
 'Time dependent study of quantum dots' [12] by Jakob Kryvi.
And the PhD dissertations
 'Quantum Control of Strongly Coupled Dynamics in Few Component
Systems' [13] by Lene Slen.
 'PyProp - a Python Framework for Propagating the Time Dependent
Schrodinger Equation' [14] by Tore Birkeland.
However, none of these studied the MCTDHF method. Therefore, much work
went into understanding and developing a MCTDHF code from scratch. To
write this type of program code without any reference code, and very little
documentation on the implementation, is a time-consuming process. A very
helpful article on the formalism of MCTDHF is found in reference [15]. A
general introduction to the MCTDH-method can be found in reference [7] or
the book 'Multidimensional Quantum Dynamics' [16], which also introduces
MCTDHF and MCTDHB and mixtures of fermions and bosons.
A Note on Computer Programming
A huge part of the workload was the development of code for solving quan-
tum many-body problems. For modularity and expansion options the C++
was chosen as the programming language. C++ is a highly ecient, low
level language. However, there are certain high level operations C++ is not
ecient at. For such problems the programming language Python is used. A
basic knowledge of object-oriented programming is assumed, and a familiar-
ity with C++ makes reading the implementation chapters easier, however,
the implementation is meant to describe the general idea. If you are unfa-
miliar with C++ and/or object-orientation, see, for example, reference [17]
for a good introduction.
For matrix operations and linear algebra the excellent C++ library Ar-
madillo [18] is used. Armadillo is a template library that calls upon the
highly optimized linear algebra functions in LaPack [19] and Blas [20].
1.1 Thesis Structure
The thesis is split into three parts: theory, implementation, and results.
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Part I: Theory
Part I introduces the theoretical framework used in this thesis.
 Chapter 2 reviews basic quantum mechanics with an emphasis on the
formalism used. The single-particle notation is presented, and an ex-
ample of the harmonic oscillator is shown.
 Chapter 3 introduces the theoretical framework used in quantum many-
body theory. Especially the concepts of second quantization and Slater
determinants are important.
 Chapter 4 presents dierent many-body methods for solving the time-
independent Schrodinger equation.
 Chapter 5 introduces the formalism used for time evolution and presents
some methods for time propagation. Possible methods are Time-Dependent
Conguration Interaction (TDCI), Time-Dependent Density Functional
Theory (TDDFT), Time-Dependent Hartree-Fock (TDHF), the Orbital-
Adaptive Time-Dependent Coupled-Cluster (OATCC) method, the Mul-
ticonguration Time-Dependent Hartree (MCTDH) and at last the
Multiconguration Time-Dependent Hartree-Fock (MCTDHF) method.
 Chapter 6 presents the Multiconguration Time-Dependent Hartree-
Fock method in detail. The MCTDHF method is thoroughly derived
and explained. This method should be understood before reading Part
II.
 Chapter 7 gives a short introduction to how an initial state is prepared
through imaginary time propagation.
Part II: Implementation and Verication
Part II describes the numerical implementation of the MCTDHF method.
The dierent choices are described in detail.
 Chapter 8 describes the general development and implementation of
MCTDHF.
 Chapter 9 discusses dierent representations of dierential operators
and their numerical implementation.
 Chapter 10 reviews dierent numerical time-integration schemes used
to solve the MCTDHF equations of motion.
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 Chapter 11 discusses the implementation of the mean elds, and pos-
sible optimization schemes.
 In Chapter 12 the MCTDHF implementation is tested by reproduces
analytic and published results to verify the validity of the code.
Part III: Systems and Results
 Chapter 13 gives an introduction to quantum dots, both a qualitative
description and the theoretical framework. The form of the Hamilto-
nian is presented together with possible potentials used to study con-
nement. Time dependent electromagnetic elds are discussed.
 Chapter 14 present the numerical results. The MCTDHF method is
used to calculate properties of interest for single and double quantum
dots in one- and two-dimensions.








Quantum physics is the study of nature at the atomic scale, and forms the
foundation of modern physics. In the quantum world phenomena behave in a
non-classical way, making it very non-intuitive. Some examples are the wave-
particle dualism, the discrete values of energy, and the uncertainty principle.
In this chapter the basic theory of one-particle quantum mechanics is pre-
sented. It is assumed that the reader has a basic understanding of quantum
mechanics as this chapter mostly presents the formalism used throughout the
thesis. Most results are not derived thoroughly. For a detailed introduction
to quantum mechanics, I recommend Sakurai's book 'Modern Quantum Me-
chanics' [21]. Reference [22] and [23] are good supplements. The material
presented in this chapter is based on explanations covered in these texts.
A Brief Historical Introduction to Quantum Mechanics
In the late 19th several experimental were performed that could not be ex-
plained within the framework of classical physics, and scientist started ex-
ploring alternative formulations. The start of the quantum era was when
Max Planck published his theory of black body radiation. He proposed that
electromagnetic radiation in cavities can only be absorbed and emitted at
discrete quanta of energy E = h, where  is the frequency of the electro-
magnetic radiation and h is a fundamental constant called Planck's constant.
However, Planck insisted that this quantization was not a physical reality.
Einstein took this a step further and explained, through the photoelectric
eect, that light is composed of quantized particles of energy called photons.
Using the theory of quantization, Bohr managed to explain the spectral lines
of the hydrogen atom, and together with Rutherford create the rst working
model of the atom. The idea that waves could be described as particles was
a big jump from classical mechanics, and later de Broglie proposed that par-
9
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ticles can be described as matter waves and that waves can be described as
particles, which has been shown experimentally to be correct.
2.1 The Fundamental Postulates of Quantum
Mechanics
Every mathematical and physical theory is based upon some fundamental
hypotheses that are postulated. We will now present the fundamental postu-
lates of quantum mechanics. Each postulate is followed by a comment. The
wording of the postulates is based on reference [23].
Postulate 1:
A quantum state of an isolated physical system is described by a vector
in a complex, linear vector space, called the Hilbert space.
Using Dirac's bra-ket notation, a quantum state is represented by a vector
j	i called a ket. To be part of a Hilbert space there must exist an inner
product relating two vectors j i and j i through h j i 2 C. The hj
vector is called a bra and forms a dual space with the ket vector. The inner
product has the following properties:
 The complex conjugate of an inner product is the same as swapping
the elements in the vectors:
h j i = h j i ;
where the asterisk, , represents the mathematical operation of complex
conjugation.
 The inner product is linear in the second argument:
h ja  + b i = ah j i+ bh j i ;
and anti-linear in the rst argument:
ha  + b j i = ah j i+ bh j i ;
for a; b 2 C.
 The inner product of a vector with itself is always positive denite:
h j i  0 :
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jii hij ; hijji = i;j : (2.1)







ci jii : (2.2)
We can also expand the state in a continuous basis, e.g., the position space




jxi hxj dx ; (2.3)




	(x) jxi dx; 	(x) = hxj	i : (2.4)
A state is said to be normalized if the inner product with itself is one:
h	j	i = 1 : (2.5)
Postulate 2:
A physical observable, A, of a system is a always associated with a
Hermitian operator, A^. The eigenstates of A^ denes a complete, or-
thonormal set of vectors.
A Hermitian operator has the following properties
h jA^j i = h A^j i = h jA^ i ; (2.6)
when acted upon by two states j i and j i, implying that A^ = A^y, where y
means transposed and complex conjugated. An eigenvalue equation is dened
as
A^ jaii = ai jaii ; (2.7)
where ai is an eigenvalue and jaii is an eigenstate of A^. The set of all




jaii haij : (2.8)
The spectral decompositions of a Hermitian operator is
A^ =
X
ai jaii haij ; ai = ai : (2.9)
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Postulate 3:





j	i = H^ j	i ;
where H^ is the Hamiltonian, and ~ is Planck's reduced constant.
The Schrodinger equation is linear in the time-derivate and is uniquely de-
ned by the initial state j	(t0)i. The Hamiltonian is a Hermitian operator,
and can be expressed as
H^ = T^ + V^ =
p^2
2m
+ V^ ; (2.10)
where T^ is the kinetic operator, p^ is the momentum operator, V^ is the po-
tential operator and m is the mass.
Postulate 4:
A measurement of an observable quantity, A, will always result in one
of the eigenvalues, ai, of the operator A^.
The probability of measuring an eigenvalue, ai, in a state described by j	i,
is found by
pi = jhaij	ij2 : (2.11)
The expectation value of an observable is found by
hAi = h	jA^j	i ; (2.12)
and is interpreted as the mean value of an innite set of measurements.
Postulate 5:
By measuring a value ai of the observable A, the system will collapse
into the state given by the eigenstate of ai, i.e., j	i ! jaii.
This is called the collapse of the wavefunction.
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2.2 Basic Quantum Mechanics
Until now we have written all states as abstract state-vectors. We will now
show how to represent states in coordinate space, which is more appropriate
for computations. If jri is an eigenvector in coordinate space, it must have a
corresponding eigenvalue, r, so that
r^ jri = r jri : (2.13)
The overlap of jri with a state j	i is written in a functional form:
hrj	i = 	(r) ; (2.14)
giving us a spatial representation of the state. By using such a projection,







	(r; t) + V (r; t)	(r; t) ; (2.15)
where p is the momentum operator in position space and V (r; t) is the po-
tential. The momentum operator is actually a dierential operator when
represented in position space:
p =  i~r ; (2.16)
where r is the gradient operator. Inserting the spatial representation of the








r2	(r; t) + V (r; t)	(r; t) : (2.17)
If the function 	 is a solution to the Schrodinger equation, it is called a wave-
function. Solving the Schrodinger equation for the wavefunction 	 allows us
to describe the probabilities governing a quantum system. If we know the
wavefunction we can use it to measure observable quantities,for example, the
position and momentum. Usually solving Schrodinger's equation yields a set
of solutions f ig. Using initial and boundary conditions, a unique solution
can be found within such a set of solutions, and the full wavefunction is




ci i(r; t) : (2.18)
A notable dierence between classical mechanics and quantum mechanics is
the commutation of operators. In classical mechanics the order of observables
in an equation does not matter, i.e xp = px, but in quantum mechanics this
is not necessarily true.
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The Time-Independent Schrodinger Equation




= H^	(r; t) : (2.19)
If the potential, V , is time-independent, the solution, 	(r; t), can be sepa-
rated into a spatial and a time-dependent function:
	(r; t) =  (r)(t): (2.20)
The spatial solution is given by the time-independent Schrodinger equation
H (r) = E (r) ; (2.21)
which is an eigenvalue problem, with  being an eigenfunction of H and E is
the corresponding eigenvalue called the energy. The time-dependent function




where E is the energy found by solving the time-independent Schrodinger
equation.
This thesis we will deal with both the time-dependent and the time-
independent Schrodinger equation. Solutions to the time-independent Schrodinger
equation are called stationary states.
Relations between the position and momentum representations of
the wavefunction
If we expand the spatial wavefunction in momentum space, we introduced





hxjpi(p; t) dp ; (2.23)





hpjxi	(x; t) dx : (2.24)
Now we have to nd an expression for the overlap between position and
momentum. The momentum operator acting on the position operator is
p^ jxi =  i~ d
dx
jxi ; (2.25)
1Note: the limits of the integrals are always from  1 to 1 unless otherwise stated.
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and the momentum operator on momentum space is just p^ jpi = p jpi. From
these results we can set up the equation
hxjp^jpi =  i~ d
dx
hxjpi = phxjpi ; (2.26)
by letting the momentum operator act to the left and right. This gives us a
rst order, separable dierential equation
@
@x
hxjpi = i p
~
hxjpi ; (2.27)
which, by integration, is
hxjpi = e i~xp : (2.28)










~xp	(x; t) dp : (2.30)
Observing these equations one recognize that  is the Fourier transform of











~xp	(x; t) dx : (2.32)












To know the transition between position and momentum space is important.
Using a Fourier transform makes it easy to go from the position represen-
tation to the momentum representation. An example why we would want
to do such a transformation is that the momentum operator is in position
space a dierential operator, but in momentum space it is diagonal in a ma-
trix representation. This is something we will exploit when computing the
kinetic operator. Going between representations can also highlight physical
attributes of a system.
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2.3 The Quantum Harmonic Oscillator
The harmonic oscillator potential is one of the most used potentials in quan-
tum mechanics. It is a simple system that shows important and fundamental
operations used in quantum mechanics. The solutions to the harmonic oscil-
lator is also used as a basis for more complex computations.
The form of the harmonic oscillator potential is found by performing
a Taylor expansion to second order around a local minimum of a general
potential, and is










(x  x0)2 : (2.34)
Since we are modeling the potential around a minimum the rst derivative
must be zero. The constant can be disregarded without loss of generality.
This leaves us with
V (x)  1
2
m!2(x  x0)2 ; (2.35)
where we have used the particle massm and the arbitrary oscillator frequency
! to denote the constant in front of the second derivative. For the sake of





For one electron trapped in a harmonic well the time independent Schrodinger
equation reads















m!2x^2 j i = E j i ; (2.39)

















j i = E j i ; (2.40)
where the last term comes in due to the non-commutative nature of quantum
mechanical operators: for an operator A and B, AB is not necessarily equal
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to BA, the operators are said to be commuting. In the case of the position
and momentum operator, the commutation relation is
[x^; p^] = i~ : (2.41)




























j i = E j i ; (2.43)
where we have dened the excitation operator ay and the de-excitation oper-






















Using the denition of the excitation and de-excitation operators we nd the
commutation relation:
[ay; a] = 1 : (2.46)






j i = E j i : (2.47)
Imagine that j ni is the n-th eigenstate of H^ with energy En, and that we
want to check whether ay j ni is an eigenstate:













j i : (2.49)
Inserting Eq. (2.47) gives us
H^ay j ni = [En + ~!] ay j i ; (2.50)
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and we see that ay j i is indeed an eigenstate of H^ with energy En + ~!.
Likewise we nd that a j ni yiels
H^a j ni = [En   ~!] a j ni : (2.51)
So both ay and a acting on an eigenstate of H^ results in a new eigenstate,
with ay heightening the energy, a lowering it, and the change in energy is
always ~!. For there to be any stable solution to the problem there must be
a lower limit on the energy, such that
a j 0i = 0 : (2.52)
From this relation we can nd an expression for the ground state:









j 0i = 0 : (2.53)







 0(x) = 0 : (2.54)









If we wanted the momentum representation of the ground state, we could now
just perform a Fourier transformation of the above expression. In general,
















where Hn(x) is the n-th Hermite polynomial and n = 0; 1; 2;    . The energy
numbers, fng, are called quantum numbers.
Chapter 3
Quantum Many-Body Theory
In this chapter the one-body formalism introduced in Chapter 2 is extended
to systems of many-particles. We will describe systems of identical particles;
either bosons or fermions. The relations are shown for fermions, but in
most cases they will, more or less, apply to bosons. We will also review
the formalism for describing many-body quantum mechanics. Most notable
is the second quantization formalism and the use of Slater determinants to
express a wavefunction. For more details on many-body quantum mechanics
see, for example, 'Many-particle Theory' [24] by Gross et al and 'Many-
Body Methods in Chemistry and Physics' [25] by Shavitt and Bartlett. For
some of the subject, like the reduced density formalism, reference [23] is
recommended.
3.1 The Many-Body Problem
Let us consider the isolated N -particle system described by the wavefunction
	(r1;    ; rN). The many-body Hamiltonian is dened as
H^ = T^ + V^ ; (3.1)
where T^ is the kinetic operator and V^ is the potential operator. Both oper-
ators are now acting on all the particles. In the case of the kinetic operator,





where t^i is the one-body kinetic operator acting only on particle i, dened
as the one-body kinetic operator seen in Chapter 2. The potential term is
slightly more complex as a potential can act on more than one particle at a
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time. For our systems we will maximally use a two-body form - typically the




vi + V^I ; (3.3)
where the rst term is the one-body potential, and V^I is the two-body term,
which is called the interaction term. We can now rewrite the Hamiltonian in
terms of one and two-body operators:












is the sum of all one-body Hamiltonians. The interaction Hamiltonian can
be written as






Here v^ij is the two-body operator describing the interaction between particle
i and j.
The simplest approximation to a many-body wavefunction is to use the
product of one-body wavefunctions to create the many-body wavefunction:
H(r1;    ; rN) = 1(r1)   N(rN) (3.7)
where i(ri) is the one-body wavefunction describing the i-th particle. This
approximation of the wavefunction is called the Hartree-wavefunction. Note
that the Hartree product does not fulll the symmetries needed to describe
fermions.
3.2 Systems of Identical Particles
Imagine two electrons separated by a large distance, moving towards one
another1. Both electrons are identical, and described by a one-body wave-
function. At one point their wavefunctions will start overlapping. When
this happens, there is no longer any way identifying which electron is which,
and we can no longer describe one without the other - they have become
1 We are ignoring spin for now.
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correlated. Electrons are examples of identical particles, or sometimes called
indistinguishable particles.
For systems containing identical particles the expectation value of an
observable, B^, must be the same if two identical particles exchange positions.
For an N -particle system we have
hBi =
Z









dr1   
Z
drN : (3.10)
To better describe the change of particles we dene the permutation op-





where k is the number of permutations. For every permutation, k, the per-
mutation operator exchanges two particles:
P^ij1(r1)   i(ri)   j(rj)   N (rN)
= 1(r1)   i(rj)   j(ri)   N (rN) ; (3.12)
where we have used the Hartree-wavefunction as an example. Properties of
the permutation operator:
 P^ 2ij = 1:.
 The operator is unitary: P^ 1ij = P^ij = P^ yij = P^ji.
 It commutes with the Hamiltonian: [P^ij; H^] = 0.
 It has eigenvalues 1 when acting on a state consisting of identical
particles.
Depending on whether the eigenvalues are one or minus one, we say that
 	 is symmetric if Pij	 = 	, for all i and j.
 	 is antisymmetric if Pij	 =  	, for all i and j.
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The antisymmetrization operator creates an antisymmetric wavefunction from,
e.g., a Hartree-wavefunction. The factor N ! is included for normalization rea-
sons. An antisymmetric wavefunction can be written
	(r1;    ; rN) = A^H(r1;    ; rN) ; (3.14)
where H is a Hartree wavefunction.
Bosons and Fermions
A wavefunction describing a set of identical particles must be formed from
either symmetric or anti-symmetric functions. A combination is not al-
lowed. Systems where the total wavefunction is anti-symmetric are said to
be fermionic, and systems described by a symmetric-wavefunction are called
bosonic. For single-particles these symmetries are decided by their intrinsic
spin. We say that particles with integer spins are bosons and particles with
half integer spins are fermions. Fermions have to adhere to the Pauli princi-
ple, and a consequence of the Pauli principle is that two identical fermions can
never occupy the same quantum state. Electrons are an example of fermions,
and have spin 1/2.
It turns out that this seemingly small detail is extremely important.
Bosonic and fermionic particles behave drastically dierently. In this the-
sis we will explore systems of fermions, but most of the derivations can be
generalized for bosons with minor changes.
3.2.1 The Fermionic Wavefunction
A natural starting point for modeling the many-body wavefunction are the
single-particle wavefunctions. As a rst approximation to a many-body wave-
function we can use the product of N single-particle wavefunctions, where N
is the number of particles. We have already seen such a function, the Hartree
wavefunction:
H(r1; r2;    ; rN) = 1(r1)2(r2)   N (rN) ; (3.15)
where i is a single-particle wavefunction and i is a set of quantum numbers
describing that state. Remember that for fermions each i must be unique.
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Using the permutation operator, we create the antisymmetric wavefunction
by




( 1)pP^pH(r1; r2;    ; rN) ; (3.16)
or more compactly using the antisymmetrization operator, A^:
0 =
p
N !A^H : (3.17)
An equivalent way of writing Eq. (3.16) is by using a Slater determinant. A
Slater determinant wavefunction is written as
(r1; r2;    ; rN) = 1p
N !

1(r1)    1(rN)
...
...
N (r1)    N (rN)
 : (3.18)
The state representing the Slater determinant is uniquely described by the
single-particle wavefunctions. It is common to write such a state as
ji = j1   N i = j1i 
    
 jN i ; (3.19)
for an N -particle system. Every single-particle has its own Hilbert-space,
and combined they form the Fock -space used to express a many-body wave-
function. Although ji is not strictly a Slater determinant, we will refer to
it as one throughout this thesis.
Using the Slater determinants, we have found a convenient way of ex-
pressing the many-body wavefunction for fermions. But it is not given that
one Slater determinant can correctly describe a general many-body wave-
function2. However, the space formed by all N -particle Slater determinants
is complete, for a set of single particle wavefunctions fig. If we express the
full wavefunction as a linear combination of all N -particle Slater determi-
nants we can correctly describe the many-body wavefunction:
	(x1;    ; xN) =
X

C(x1;    ; xN); (3.20)
where  is a unique set of quantum numbers and Ci is an expansion coe-
cient.
2 There are some approximate methods that tries, though.
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3.3 Second Quantization
A Slater determinant is written in Fock space as
ji = j1   N i : (3.21)
Such a Slater determinant can also be written
ji = ay1    ayN j0i ; (3.22)
where j0i is called the vacuum state and ay is a creation operator. The index
i refers to a set of quantum numbers used to describe a single-particle state,
and  is the collection of all quantum numbers used in the Slater determinant,
 = 1;    ; N , Such operators are very similar to the excitation operators
we encountered when solving the Schrodinger equation for the harmonic os-
cillator potential for one particle, but instead of increasing the energy, it now
creates a state. When a creation operator ayi acts on a Slater determinant, it
lls state i in the Slater determinants Fock space:
ayi j0i = jii : (3.23)
If the state is already occupied, the operation returns zero:
ayi jii = 0 : (3.24)




0; for i 6= j ; (3.25)
ai j0i = 0 : (3.26)




The following anti-commutation rules apply to the creation and annihilation
operators:
fayi ; ajg = ij ; (3.28)
fayi ; ayjg = 0 ; (3.29)
fai; ajg = 0 : (3.30)
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The use of creation and annihilation operators to express states is called sec-
ond quantization. For a state containing more than one particle we must be
careful with the ordering of creation and annihilation operators, due to the
commutations between the operators. Using the commutation rules govern-
ing creation and annihilation operators we nd that
ai ja;b; ;i;i = ( 1)np ja;b;i (3.31)
ayi ja;b; ;i = ( 1)np ja;b; ;i;i ; (3.32)
where np is the number of lled states before i. This can be shown by writing
ja;b; ;i;i in terms of creation operators and employing the commutation
rules given above.
3.3.1 The Hamiltonian Operator in Second Quantiza-
tion
We start by splitting the Hamiltonian in a one- and two-body part:
H^ = H^0 + H^I ; (3.33)
where H^0 is the one-body Hamiltonian and H^I is the two-body Hamiltonian.





The matrix elements are typically evaluated as integrals in position space:
hpjh^jqi =
Z
yp(r)h(r)q(r) dr : (3.35)






hpqjV^ jrsiaypayqasar ; (3.36)





q(r2)V (r1; r2)r(r1)s(r2) dr1dr2 ; (3.37)









hpqjV^ jrsiaypayqasar : (3.38)
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For convenience, we dene the anti-symmetric two-body matrix element as
hpqjjrsi = hpqjV^ jrsi   hpqjV^ jsri ; (3.39)










3.4 The Density Operator
The density matrix is used to describe systems of mixed states. Some systems
need an ensemble of states to be described correctly, instead of just one.








pih ijC^j ii : (3.41)
If a system is described by only one state, it is called a pure state. If it cannot
be described by one state, the wavefunction is called a mixed state. If we





pi j ii h ij : (3.42)
The density operator describes a system where the wavefunction is in a mixed
state. We can use the density operator to nd the expectation value of an




pih ijC^j ii : (3.43)














pi j ii h ij C^
!
jpi
= Tr(A^) : (3.45)
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Using this equation for the expectation value it becomes clear that the weight
pi represents the probability of a state in the wavefunction:
h	j	i = Tr() =
X
i
pi = 1 (3.46)





Ai j ii : (3.48)
From these relations the following properties of the density operator can be
found:
 = y; pi > 0;
X
i
pi = 1 : (3.49)
Taking the trace over all degrees of freedom yields the number of particles:
Tr = N : (3.50)
The Density Operator for Composite Systems
The density operator is used in the description of composite systems. For a
composite system, consisting of subsystem A and subsystem B, we write the
density operator as AB. The subsystems are then described by the reduced
density operator, given by
A = TrB(AB) ; (3.51)
for system A. Such a composite system can be an N -particle system. One
quantity of special interest is the reduced one-body density. For systems of
identical fermions it tells us the density of particles, typically the electron
density. This is done by taking the partial trace over all particles except one,





	y(r01; r2;    ; rN)	(r1;    ; rN) dr2    drN ; (3.52)
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Here we have dened the reduced one-body density matrix as
pq = h	jaypaqj	i : (3.54)
Diagonalizing the reduced density matrix gives us its eigenvalues and eigen-
vectors. The eigenvalues are interpreted as natural populations and the eigen-
vectors are the natural orbitals [26]. The natural population tells us abut the
importance of the natural orbitals. If an orbital has a high natural popula-
tion it is important in the description of the wavefunction. Likewise, a low
natural populations tells us that the orbital plays a negligible role in the
description of the wavefunction.
Degree of Correlation





where i is a Slater determinant. In contrast to an ordinary expansion of the
wavefunction, the canonical form is unique, and can be used as a measure
of the degree of correlation in a system. The square of the weights, p2i ,
represents the occupation probability, where
P
i jpij2 = 1. We dene the
average occupation probability as
P
i jpij4. A degree of correlation [27], K,






It turns out that the natural populations is this unique representation of
the expansion coecients, jpij2. The least correlated state is a single Slater
determinant, and it has a value K = 1. For more details, see reference [27].
3.5 Dimensionless Form of the Hamiltonian
For simpler equations and more ecient computations the Hamiltonian is
scaled to a dimensionless form. We represent dimensionless variables with
a line over them, i.e. the dimensionless Hamiltonian is denoted H. Let us
show an example where we scale the N -identical particle Hamiltonian using
a factor V0, based on the conning potential V^conf = V0V conf . The model
Hamiltonian is
H = T + VI + Vconf ; (3.57)
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where T is the kinetic operator and VI is the interaction potential. Dividing
the Hamiltonian by V0 gives the dimensionless form. The coordinate vector
is written as r = L0r, where L0 is the natural length scale - a scale we can
choose ourselves. The dimensionless Hamiltonian is
H = T + V I + V conf : (3.58)



















where m is the eective mass. For a good scaling of the kinetic operator we











Later in this thesis we will use the Coulomb interaction to model the iteration
































Dimensionless variables are not written using a line over them in the subse-
quent chapters.
Atomic Units
In atomic physics the natural length scale, L0, is set equal to the Bohr radius.




= 0:529 A : (3.64)
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The unit of energy is the Hartree, which is dened as








= 27:211 eV : (3.65)













The implication of such a scaling is that the following quantities are set to
one:
me = e = ~ = 40 = 1 ; (3.68)
but it is just a consequence of using a smart scaling. However, when scaling
back to 'real' quantities the correct units must be inserted at appropriate
places. Using the atomic unit system ensures a better scalability and simpler
numerical equations. Atomic units is used unless otherwise specied.
Chapter 4
A Selection of Many-Body
Methods
In this chapter, a review is given of methods used to solve the time-independent
Schrodinger equation for the many-body problem. Methods like Congura-
tion Interaction theory and Hartree-Fock theory are derived in greater detail
as they are important for understanding the time-dependent methods intro-
duced in Chapter 5. All the methods introduced in this chapter are approxi-
mate solutions to the time-independent Schrodinger equation for the ground
state:
H^ j	0i = E0 j	0i : (4.1)
Here j	0i is the ground state and E0 is the ground state energy.
4.1 Variational Methods
The variational principle states that
E0  hjH^ji ; (4.2)
where E0 is the ground state of a system described the Hamiltonian H^. It
is easy to prove this principle by expanding j i in a set of eigenfunctions of
H^. The principle tells us that we can use any state, ji, that adheres to the
restrictions imposed by being a wavefunction, to calculate an approximation
to the ground state. This allows us to calculate an upper bound on the
ground state energy of a system, if we can nd a good approximation to the
ground state wave function. The variational principle is the starting point
for many methods. A method is called variational if it never to produces
energies lower than the actual ground state.
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4.2 Conguration Interaction
The Conguration Interaction (CI) [2] method approximates the time-independent
Schrodinger equation for the ground state
H^ j	0i = E0 j	0i (4.3)
by expanding the ground state in a complete set of orthogonal Slater deter-




Ci jii : (4.4)
We can now rewrite the Schrodinger equation on a matrix form
HC = EC; (4.5)
where the matrix elements of the Hamiltonian are
Hij = hijH^jji ; (4.6)
and the C-vector contains the expansion coecients of the wavefunction
given in Eq. (4.4). After the Hamiltonian matrix is constructed we can nd
its eigenvectors and eigenvalues by performing a diagonalization. The lowest
eigenvalue is the best approximation to the ground state. For large, Hermi-
tian matrices the Lanczos algorithm [28] is usually the best choice of diago-
nalization algorithm. The results are exact if the Slater determinant basis is
complete. However, in most cases it is impossible construct a complete basis,
and the conguration space must be truncated. There are several schemes
used to decide the truncation of the basis. The nuclear shell model [29] is
an example of this. The idea is to use a set of known one-particle orbitals
that lls all states up to a chosen energy shell. Then all possible N -particle
Slater determinant are created from the subspace of one-particle orbitals.
The method is exact within this subspace.
The CI-method is simple and numerically easy to implement for small
systems, and can also be used to nd exited states. But as the numerical cost
increases exponentially with the size of the problem, the method is seldom
used for larger systems.
4.3 Hartree-Fock
In the Hartree-Fock (HF) [9] method, the N -particle wavefunction is approx-
imated by a single Slater determinant, jHF i. Using one Slater determinant,
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the energy is








where fag are the singe-particle orbitals and jj means an anti-symmetric
matrix element. The initial choice of orbitals are the N orbitals with the
lowest energy. However, these orbitals might not be the best choice. To





Ca ji ; hji =  : (4.8)

















Using variational calculus we minimize the reference energy with respect to
the transformed orbitals. All the constraints on the system must be intro-
duced in the form of Lagrangian multipliers. Without changing the energy
we introduce the orthogonality constraint of the orbitals, to the energy:


















= 0 : (4.11)
The degrees of freedom we can vary are the expansion coecients, Ca, of


































Ck +    = 0 (4.14)
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) @E
@Ck
  kCk = 0 : (4.15)







CbCkCbhjji   kCk = 0 : (4.16)










Ck = kCk : (4.17)








resulting in the Hartree-Fock equationX

hHF Ck = kCk : (4.19)
The Hartree-Fock equation is nothing but an eigenvalue problem when writ-
ten in a matrix form
hHFCk = kCk : (4.20)
Solving the eigenvalue problem, we nd the Hartree-Fock single-particle en-
ergies, k, and their corresponding eigenvectors. The eigenvectors form the
coecient matrix C. Choosing the eigenstates with the lowest Hartree-Fock
energies gives the best choice of orbitals to use in the Hartree-Fock wavefunc-
tion. The process of nding the optimal single-particle basis is iterative. We
usually start by setting C equal to unity. Then the Hartree-Fock matrix is
constructed and diagonalized. This process is repeated until a convergence
criterion is met.
Since most quantum systems cannot be described by a single determinant,
the Hartree-Fock method often overshoots the ground state compared with
other methods. However, a Hartree-Fock computation is often used to create
a single-particle basis used as an input to other many-body methods.
4.4 Coupled Cluster
The Coupled Cluster (CC) [3] method aims to solve the time-independent
Schrodinger equation
H^ j	0i = Eo j	0i (4.21)
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by expressing the ground state using an exponential ansatz
j	0i = eT^ j0i ; (4.22)
where j0i is a Slater determinant, and T^ is an excitation operator called
the cluster operator. The cluster operator is dened as
T^ = T^1 + T^2 +   + T^N ; (4.23)
where the sub-indices refers to the number of excitations, so that T^1 is all
single particle excitation, T^2 all double excitations, etc. We can write these



















tabij fayaayb    ajaig : (4.27)
The exponent in the exponential ansatz is Taylor expanded as






T^ 3 +    : (4.28)
This sum seems innite, but it get a natural end if the excitations operator
is truncated. The cluster operator is truncated to certain excitations, e.g.,
in the CCS approximation the cluster operator is truncated at the single
excitation level, T^  T^1, in the CCSD approximation the truncation level is
to set to singles and doubles excitations, T^  T^1 + T^2, etc.
The Coupled Cluster method is considered an accurate and numerically
tractable method, depending on the truncation level. The use of the cluster
operator gives a much better representation of the basis needed to describe
electron correlations, compared to, for example, a CI basis.
4.5 Quantum Monte Carlo Methods
Quantum Monte-Carlo (QMC) is a family of methods that solves the time-
independent Schrodinger equation using a Stochastic approach.
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4.5.1 Variational Monte Carlo
The basis for Variational Monte Carlo (VMC) [4], is the variational principle.
The idea is to approximate the ground state wavefunction with a wavefunc-
tion called the trial wavefunction,  T . A direct application of the variational
principle gives us
E0  ET =
R
R
 yT (R)H^(R) T (R)dRR
R
j T (R)j2dR ;
where R = (r1;    ; rN) is a vector containing all the coordinate vectors. For
an N -electron systems, in three-dimensions, the integral is over 3N dimen-














j T (R)j2dR :
The integral is now on the right form for Monte Carlo integration, and by






By letting each trial wave function have a set of variational parameter  =






and perform a minimization of the energy with respect to the variational
parameters This way we can nd the best estimate for the ground state
using the trial wavefunction.
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4.5.2 Diusion Monte Carlo
Diusion Monte Carlo (DMC) [5] uses imaginary time propagation to solve
the Schrodinger equation for the ground state. If we have a set of energy
eigenstates fj iig, the time-independent Schrodinger equation reads
H^ j ii = Ei j ii :
We then 'invent' an operator called the imaginary time operator. The imag-
inary time operator is very similar to the time evolution operator - the dier-
ence is that we use it! ;  2 R, making it 'imaginary in time'. The action
of the imaginary time operator on a state is




 Ei j ii ;
where  is the imaginary time parameter. By letting  tend towards a large
number, the exponential containing the lowest energy will dominate and the
higher energy states will fade away. Using the imaginary time operator we
can essentially pick out the ground state energy by letting  evolve towards
a big number:
j ( !1)i / j 0i : (4.29)
To improve convergence an energy shift, ET , called the trial energy, is intro-
duced. Including the trial energy results in




 (Ei ET ) j ii :
There are now three possible cases:
1. if ET < E0 then e
 (H^ ET ) j i ! 0.
2. if ET = E0 then e
 (H^ ET ) j i ! c0 j 0i.
3. if ET > E0 then e
 (H^ ET ) j i ! 1.
When performing computations a collection of similar computations are per-
formed at the same time. These are referred to as walkers. Using a Green's
function approach, the Schrodinger equation is rewritten to a diusion equa-
tion, and every time a walker attempts a new move, where the probability
of accepting a move is decided by the Green's function. The trial energy
is frequently updated during a computation to avoid explosive growth or
destruction of walkers. It is essential to start with a good estimate of the
ground state and the ground state energy. Usually a VMC computation is
performed and the optimal trial wavefunction and trial energy are used as




In this chapter the formalism of time-development in quantum systems is
accounted for, and the most common time evolution methods are described.
We will start by studying the time evolution operator. The time evolution
operator is the operator that projects the wavefunction from one point in time
to another, and it has several interesting properties that we have to take into
consideration when we performing numerical computations. Then a quick
summary of the most common time evolution methods follows. Some of the
methods are directly evolved from their time-independent counterpart, like
the Time-Dependent Conguration Interaction (TDCI) [8], Time-Dependent
Density Functional Theory (TDDFT) [31], and the Time-Dependent Hartree-
Fock (TDHF) [9] method. There are also methods that combine ideas from
the time-independent methods mentioned above, creating new methods. Ex-
amples are the Multi-Conguration Time-Dependent Hartree (MCTDH) [32],
the Multi-Conguration Time-Dependent Hartree-Fock (MCTDHF)[15] and
the Orbital Adaptive Time-Dependent Coupled Cluster (OATDCC) [33] method.
5.1 The Time Evolution Operator
In quantum mechanics time is not an observable like, for example, the posi-
tion operator. It is only a parameter, not a measurable quantity. To evolve a
state from a time t0 to the time t we introduce the time evolution operator.
The time evolution operator, U^(t; t0), is a propagator which takes a state
from t0 ! t:
j	(t)i = U^(t; t0) j	(t0)i : (5.1)
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As we know, a state must be normalized; h	j	i = 1. Assuming this normal-
ization holds at all times, we nd
1 = h	(t)j	(t)i = h	(t0)jU^ yU^ j	(t0)i = h	(t0)j	(t0)i ; (5.2)
) U^ yU^ = 1 : (5.3)
This means that U^ y = U^ 1 and we can conclude that U^ must be unitary.
That the time evolution operator is unitary is an important fact that we have
to keep in mind when performing numerical propagation of a wavefunction.
To derive the form of the time evolution operator, substitute j	(t)i =




j	(t0)i = H^U^(t; t0) j	(t0)i : (5.4)




= H^U^ : (5.5)
There are three possible outcomes of this equation depending on the form of
the Hamiltonian.
1. The time-independent Hamiltonian
For a time-independent Hamiltonian the time evolution operator is found by






In this case the time evolution operator acting on an eigenstate of the Hamil-
tonian will just result in a complex phase. This is the form most commonly
used in introductory text on quantum mechanics.
2. The time-dependent, time-commuting Hamiltonian
If the Hamiltonian commutes with itself at all times, the time evolution oper-
ator can be integrated by separating the variables, and the integral is solved
the normal way. But, as there is a time-dependence in the Hamiltonian, the
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3. The time-dependent, non time-commuting Hamiltonian
If the Hamiltonian does not commute with itself at dierent times, caution
must be exercised when evaluating the integral over the Hamiltonian. The
straight forward integration of Eq. (5.5) yields
U^(t) = 1  i
Z t
t0
H^(t1)U^(t1) dt1 ; (5.8)
where we have used that U^(t0) = 1. By inserting U^ into itself we get
U^(t) = 1  i
Z t
t0





H^(t1)H^(t2)U^(t2) dt1dt2 : (5.9)










H^(t1)    H^(tn) dt1    dtn : (5.10)
Such a solution is knowns as a Dyson series. As the Hamiltonian is not
commuting at dierent times, we must be careful with the ordering. To
accomplish such an ordering we introduce the time ordering operator T .





= H^(ft1; t2gmax)H^(ft1; t2gmin) ; (5.11)
where ft1; t2gmax picks the larger of t1 and t2, and ft1; t2gmin the smallest.





















Both cases above can be shown as special cases of this form of the time evo-
lution operator.
The standard method for solving the time-dependent Schrodinger equation
is to apply the time evolution operator on the wavefunction, propagating it
forward in time. Most computational schemes are dierent ways of approxi-
mating the time evolution operator.
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5.2 A Short Summary of Time-Propagation
Methods
In the following subsection a short summary selected time-propagation meth-
ods in quantum mechanics is given.
Time-Dependent Conguration Interaction
The Time-Dependent Conguration interaction (TDCI) [8] method uses a
full conguration interaction space as a basis for wavefunction. The scheme
is numerically exact given a complete basis. The time-dependent version is
very similar to what we have seen in Section 4.2, where the wavefunction is
expanded in a Slater determinant basis. Now the same is done, but instead
of solving the time-independent Schrodinger equation, we will apply it to the
time-dependent Schrodinger equation. The wavefunction is expanded in a




Ci(t) jii ; (5.14)
where there is now a time-dependence in the expansion coecients. Using




= HC ; (5.15)
where C is the vector of weights, and H is the Hamiltonian matrix expressed
in the Slater determinant basis. Such a matrix element is
Hij = hijH^jji : (5.16)
The Slater determinant basis can be truncated the same way as with time-
independent CI. The computational eort scales exponential with the degrees
of freedom, making the method hard to use for larger systems.
Time-Dependent Hartree-Fock
The Time-Dependent Hartree-Fock [9] method approximates the full wave-
function by a single Slater determinant:
j	(t)i = A(t) j1(t)   N(t)i ; (5.17)
where A(t) is a complex, time-dependent phase and j1(t)   N(t)i is an N -
particle Slater determinant. The Slater determinant is constructed by a set
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of orbitals fjiig, representing the single-particle wavefucntions. An orbital




Ci(t) jfi ; (5.18)
where jfi is a time-independent basis function and Ci(t) are expansion
coecients. Using a time-dependent variational principle1 the equations of
motions for A(t) and fjiig are found. This way the optimal set of orbitals
is used.
The TDHF method is a frequently used time evolution method due to its
favorable numerical scaling - there is only one conguration. However, the
results are often mediocre - one conguration is not enough to describe most
systems accurately. For strongly conned systems, one Slater determinant
can hold, but for weakly bond system, the correlations between the degrees of
freedom becomes more important, which one determinant cannot adequately
describe.
There are various modications of the Time-Dependent Hartree-Fock
method attempting to describe the correlations in an acceptable manner.
Multiconguration Time-Dependent Hartree
The Multiconguration Time-Dependent Hartree (MCTDH) method was
rst proposed by Meyer, Manthe and Cederbaum [32] in 1990. In the MCTDH
method the wavefunction is written as a linear combination of Hartree prod-
ucts
	(q1;    qf ; t) =
X
J
AJ(t)J(q1;    qf ; t) ; (5.19)
where f are the degrees of freedom, q is a coordinate, AJ(t) is an expansion
coecient and J(q1;    qf ; t) is the Hartree product
J(q1;    qf ; t) = j1(q1; t)   jf (qf ; t) : (5.20)
Notice that there is a time-dependence in the expansion coecients and the
single-particle orbitals. Using the Dirac-Frenkel variational principle, one can




= HA; JIJ = hI jH^jJi ; (5.21)
1Typically the Dirac-Frenkel variational principle is used in deriving the equations of
motion of the time-dependent Hartre-Fock method.
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which is basically the same as in TDCI. For the orbitals, the equations of




= (1 P) 1H ; (5.22)
where  is the one-body density matrix,P is the projection operator spanned
by the orbital space used,  = (1;    ; n)T is a vector containing all the
orbitals, and H is the mean-eld matrix, where
H = h	jH^j	i ; (5.23)
where j	i = a j	i, and a is an annihilation operator. Note that if the
orbital space is complete the (1   P) term is zero, and we regain the same
equations of motion as the standard propagation method. However, if only
one conguration is used, it is the same as the time-dependent Hartre-Fock
method.
The MCTDHF formulation is general in its form, and systems of non-
identical particles can be treated. If the Hamiltonian can be formulated in
a product basis, the method is considered very ecient. The method works
best for systems with 4-12 degrees of freedom, but for certain problems it can
tread higher numbers. The method has been applied to a variety of prob-
lems, for example, photodissociation [34], Molecule-surface scattering [35],
vibrational predissociation [36].
A general introduction to the MCTDH-method can be found in refer-
ence [7], with its corresponding implementation - the Heidelberg package [37],
or in the book 'Multidimensional Quantum Dynamics' [16] which also intro-
duces MCTDH for fermions and or bosons.
Multiconguration Time-Dependent Hartree-Fock
The Multiconguration Time-Dependent Hartree-Fock (MCTDHF)[15] is the
special case of MCTDH for fermionic systems. The equation of motion are
the same, the only dierence is that the wavefunction expansion coecients
are antisymmetric for the interchange of two particles, thus forming Slater
determinants instead of Hartree products. The MCTDHF method can be
formulated in its own way, see Chapter 6 for a description and derivation.
The formulation of the MCTDHF equations of motion, shown in Chapter 6
allows us to easier take advantage of symmetries, and use the reduced two-
body density matrix formalism. For a detailed mathematical analysis of the
MCTDHF method, see reference [38].
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Other Mehtods
The Orbital Adaptive Time-Dependent Coupled Cluster (OATDCC) method
was proposed by Kvaal [33]. It is a method similar to MCTDH, but instead
of using the a full conguration-interaction space it uses the coupled clus-
ter approximation of the conguration-space. For larger systems, where the
methods for solving the Schodinger equation directly is too numerically de-
manding, the Time-Dependent Density Functional theory is the method of
choice. For more informations, see 'Fundamentals of Time-Dependent Den-






The Multiconguration Time-Dependent Hartree-Fock (MCTDHF) method
is a combination of the Time-Dependent Conguration Interaction (TDCI)
and the Time-Dependent Hartree-Fock (TDHF) methods. It uses the time-
dependent full-conguration interaction space as TDCI does, but in addition
places a time-dependence on the single-particle orbitals, as done in TDHF.
6.1 Introduction
From a nite set of orthogonal orbitals fi(t)g a full conguration interac-
tion space for an N -electron system is constructed. The derivation is based
upon the unied view on Multiconguration Time-Dependent Hartree-Fock




An(t) jn(t)i ; (6.1)
where jn(t)i is a Slater determinant and An is the weight of the n-th Slater
determinant. This expansion is exact when the number of orbitals tends
towards innity. A Slater determinant jn(t)i is expressed in the Fock space
spanned by the orbitals fi(t)g and is written as
jn(t)i = jn1(t)   nN (t)i = jn1(t)i 
    
 jnN (t)i : (6.2)
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Each time-dependent orbital is in turn described in a nite basis with con-




Ci(t) j'i ; (6.3)
where m is the truncation of the space, with the simplest basis being the
coordinate space. Having dened the form of the wavefunction we now need
to derive the equations of motion for the wavefunction. Instead of using the
time-dependent Schrodinger equation to nd the dynamics we will take one
step back and use the principle of least action to derive the equations of
motion. Schrodinger's equation can also be derived from this principle. The




L(fqg) dt ; (6.4)
where S is the action, L is the Lagrangian, fqg is the set of generalized co-
ordinates needed to describe the system uniquely, and the integral is dened
over the time t0 to t1. The assumption is that the equations of motions are
found when the action is stationary, meaning when S = 0. For our sys-
tem we have certain restrictions, such as the orthogonality of the orbitals.
Such restrictions on the system are introduced in the form of Lagrangian
multipliers. For a quantum system the Lagrangian is
L = h	jH^   i @
@t
j	i ; (6.5)




pq(hpjqi   pq) = 0 : (6.6)
For the basis we have chosen, the generalized coordinates are fAng; fAyng; fhijg
and fjiig. Inserting these expressions gives us the action
S =
Z "








In order to derive the equations of motion we need to nd the stationary
solutions of the action by varying the coecients of the Slater determinants
fAng; fAyng and the orbitals fhijg and fjiig. Using the reduced density
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matrices1 the Hamiltonian can be written explicitly in terms of orbitals. The
reduced density matrices for one and two particles are
pq = h	jaypaqj	i (6.8)
pqrs = h	jaypayqarasj	i ; (6.9)
and they are independent of the form of the orbitals. Using second quanti-









pqrshpqjV^ jsri : (6.10)















where we have used that the time-derivative can be written as a single-particle








iaypaq jni : (6.12)























We now have everything we need to nd the equation of motion. Varying















dt = 0 ; (6.15)










= 0 : (6.16)
By performing variations of all qi 2 [fhjjg, fjjig; fAng; fAyng] we can nd
their respective equations of motion.
1 See section 3.4 for more details on density operators.
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6.2 Orbital Equations of Motion
To nd the equations of motion for an orbital jii we calculate Eq. (6.16)














iq jqi = 0 :
(6.17)


































 jsi : (6.20)
by exploiting the symmetries of pqrs. Multiplying Eq. (6.17) with hjj gives
















We can now write the Lagrangian multiplier term in Eq. (6.17) as
X
j




















jji hjj ; (6.23)
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To solve for one of the orbitals we exploit the properties of the inverse one-

















To simplify the notation we redene the mean eld operator hqjV^ jri to

















i = hijg^jji = gij : (6.28)
Note that gij = 0 is a valid solution
2. Using this constraint, the equations of
















6.2.1 Spatial Discretization of the orbital equations














Discretizing the orbitals on a spatial grid,
cj = [j(r0);    ; j(rN)]T ; (6.31)
2One that has been used throughout this thesis.
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= (1 P) hC+  1O ; (6.35)
with
C = [c1;    cn] : (6.36)
6.3 Equations of Motion for the Wavefunc-
tion Expansion Coecients
We will now nd the equations of motion for the expansion coecients, fAng,
of the wavefunction, by taking the derivative of the action, as described in
Eq. (6.7), with respect to Ai. This results in
hijH^j	i   ihij@	
@t
i = 0 ; (6.37)
where we have used that @j	i
@Ai
= jii. Expanding the wavefunction by using







hijH^   i @
@t
jji ; (6.38)
which can straightforwardly be written as a matrix vector equation






Hij = hijH^   i @
@t







Let us simplify this by setting the constraining operator, gij, to zero. The
Hamilton matrix elements are then
Hij = hijH^jji : (6.41)










hpqjV^ jrsiaypayqasar : (6.42)
6.4 The Constraint Operator
In the previous section we introduced the constraining operator, g^, to lift
the ambiguity of both the orbitals and the wavefunction coecients having a
time-dependence. The ansatz for the wavefunction, given in Eq. (6.1), is not
unique when there is a time dependence in both the expansion coecients




i = hijg^jji = gij ; (6.43)
where g is an arbitrary time-dependent Hermitian matrix. The constrain-
ing operator can be chosen arbitrary - the accuracy of the solution is not
aected [32]. There are, however, impacts on the numerical performance de-
pending on the form of the constraining operator. When choosing the form
of the constraining operator there are two obvious choices: g^ = 0 and g^ = h^.
Choosing the latter results in the equations of motion for the Slater determi-
nants to somewhat simplied. The Hamiltonian only has the residual terms
- i.e., only the interaction part of the Hamiltonian matrix needs to be con-
structed. The choice of constraining operator is in a way choosing whether
to put the workload on the orbitals or on the Slater determinants [32]. All




Before we can perform any time evolution in a system, we need to prepare
an initial state. There are several ways of creating an initial state. The
method we will use, is an iterative scheme called imaginary time propagation
or energy relaxation. We can use imaginary time propagation to nd the
ground state of a system, and use the ground state as a starting point for
time-dependent studies.
7.1 Imaginary Time Propagation
Using imaginary time propagation, we can rewrite the MCTDHF equations
of motion to nd the ground state of a system. Using an imaginary time t =
 i , with  2 R, the time evolution operator changes from exp ( iH^t) to exp ( H^) :
Applying this new imaginary time operator on an arbitrary state, j	()i,
yields




 Ei jii ; (7.1)
where fjiig are the energy eigenstates of the Hamiltonian. Letting  tend
towards a large number the smallest eigenvalue will dominate, resulting in
j	( !1)i ! c0e E0 j0i ; (7.2)
and we nd the ground state. We can therefore use the MCTDHF equations




=   (1 P) hC+  1O ; (7.3)
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Figure 7.1: Example of imaginary time propagation for a system where the
initial orbitals are initially set by a random unitary matrix. The plot shows
how the one-body density evolves as a function of imaginary time steps,




=  HA : (7.4)
The initial wavefunction is chosen arbitrarily. During imaginary time propa-
gation the A vector must be re-orthonormalized due to the loss of the norm.
The scheme can be modied so that the orthonormalization is not needed [7]
by writing the equation for the wavefunction expansion coecients as
@A
@






For the imaginary time propagation scheme to work the initial wavefunc-
tion must have an adequate overlap with the ground state. If the separation
between the ground state and the rst excited state is very small, the con-
vergence will be very slow.
Figure 7.1 shows an example of imaginary time propagation. The g-
ure shows how the one-body density of a system gradually evolves with the
number of imaginary time-steps taken. The initial orbitals and wavefunction
expansion coecients are chosen at random. Convergence is clearly shown







In this chapter the numerical implementation of the Multiconguration Time-
Dependent Hartree-Fock (MCTDHF) method is presented in detail. For the
theory behind the MCTDHF method, see Chapter 6. We start by describing
the basic structure of the overall implementation, and afterwards present
specic details.
All the numerically demanding parts are written using C++. Code de-
velopment is done using QtCreator1, and the project is best viewed from
Github or by importing the Qt project le into QtCreator. Data-analysis is
performed using several small Python scripts. The MCTDHF program de-
veloped as a part of this thesis is made freely available at https://github.
com/sigvebs/MCTDHF under a GPL license.
Object-Orientation and Code Structure
The code is always kept as general as possible, using an object-oriented ap-
proach to programming. This makes it easy to change options in the code
and implement new features. Typically we want to test dierent operators,
integrators, bases, etc. The whole program is written by wrapping all func-
tionality into classes, and whenever possible use abstract base classes.
The source code is found in the 'src'-folder. All classes have their own
folder, and for abstract classes there is a sub-folder named 'implementation'
where specic implementation is found.
1 QtCreator is available at http://qt-project.org/ under a GPL v3 license, or at
http://qt.digia.com/ under a commercial license.
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8.1 Overall Structure of the MCTDHF Code
We want to solve the MCTDHF Equations of Motion (EOM) for the orbitals
and the expansion coecients. That is, the coupled set of non-linear dier-
ential equations given by Eq. (6.39) and Eq. (6.29). But before we can begin
solving the EOMs the system must be dened and initialized. The overall
structure of the MCTDHF program is split into three steps:
1. Initialization of the system.
2. Imaginary time propagation of the wavefunction.
3. Real time propagation of the wavefunction.
Figure 8.1 shows the basic ow of the program, which initializes the system
and performs imaginary time and/or time propagation. After the MCTDHF
computations are complete, Python scrips are used to analyze the results.
We will now give a short summary of these three steps.
Initialization
The rst ve steps of Figure 8.1 shows the initialization process. To begin,
the compiled executable must be supplied with a conguration le2. The
conguration le contains all information needed for a computation and is
loaded into a conguration object in the program. This conguration object
is shared with all class objects in the program. Based on the information in
the conguration le the following is done:
1. The spatial grid is constructed, either by loading the discretization from
le or creating a new one.
2. All the single particle quantum numbers are created within a closed
shell. These represent the orbitals. The orbitals are discretized on the
spatial grid, or loaded from le. The resulting discretization is stored
in a complex matrix.
3. The conguration space is constructed by creating a Slater determinant
for every possible N -particle conguration made form the set of single-
particle orbitals. The Slater determinants are stored in a binary form
using the occupation number representation.
2 The C++ library 'libcong' [39] is used to read, manipulate, and write structured
conguration les using the cfg-le format.


















Figure 8.1: The basic ow of the MCTDHF program. The program starts by
initializing the system. After the initialization either imaginary time propa-
gation and/or time propagation is performed.
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4. The one-body operators, the interaction operators, and the dierential
operators are dened and initialized.
Details of the steps above are given in the subsequent sections. Now the
program is ready for imaginary time propagation and/or an ordinary time
propagation.
Imaginary Time Propagation
Imaginary time propagation3 is used to nd the ground state wavefunction.
For imaginary time propagation Eq. (7.5) is used instead of Eq. (6.39) for
the EOM of the wavefunction's expansion coecients. To solve the EOMs
for imaginary time we must rst choose an integration scheme4. At every
time step the right hand side of the EOMs must be computed. To that we
must rst:
1. Compute the mean elds.
2. Recalculate every one- and two-body matrix elements.
3. Reconstruct the entire Hamiltonian matrix.
4. Calculate the reduced one- and two-body matrices.
5. Compute the projection operator.
The right hand side can now be calculated. The integration is performed,
and the right hand side of the EOMs are computed according to Section 8.3.
The integration is continued until a convergence criterion is met and/or a set
number of integration steps are performed.
Time Propagation
The MCTDHF EOMs are integrated forward in time. The process is almost
identical to the imaginary time propagation, except for the EOM of the
wavefunction's expansion coecients, which is now given by Eq. (6.39). The
initial state of the wavefunction is given by either loading an state from le,
or performing an imaginary time propagation so that we are starting in the
ground state. The propagation continues either until a specic time is met
or a predetermined number of steps are performed.
3 The concept of imaginary time propagation is described in Chapter 7.
4The dierent choices of integrators, how they work, and their implementation are
described in Chapter 10.
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8.2 A description of the Basic Classes / Func-
tionality
In the following subsections we discuss the implementation of the spatial grid,
the orbitals, the Slater determinants, potentials and dierential operator,
interaction elements, and some other operations like the implementation of
second quantization operators.
8.2.1 Grid Representation
The spatial discretization of the grid is stored in the grid -class. Currently
only a nite, uniform grid is implemented, but the code is created in such
a way that other bases can easily be implemented. First the grid must be
initialized, either by creating a new discretization or loading one from le. A
grid is specied by a range, grid spacing, boundary conditions, and the num-
ber of dimensions. The discretized grid is stored in a matrix, R 2 RdNgrid ,
where d is the number of spatial dimensions and Ngrid is the number of grid
vectors. Every column in the R-matrix contains a vector with d-coordinates:
If another object needs a grid-vector it must call the grid -objects function
at( int i ) , and a reference to the i-th column vector in R is returned. Most
objects in the MCTDHF application store a reference to the grid for easy
access to the discretization. The implementation is currently only supporting
Cartesian coordinates on an uniform grid, but as the program has been made
to be modular, adding other type of grids should not be too much additional
work.
8.2.2 Orbitals
The orbitals are the single-particle wavefunctions. An orbital is dened by
a set of quantum numbers, e.g., spin, angular momentum, etc. There are,
however, an innite set of such orbitals. In numerical calculations we most
impose a truncation of the orbitals space.
The Single Particle Shell Model
As an example we will use the Harmonic oscillator basis (in two-dimensions
and Cartesian coordinates) to show how an orbital space is chosen. The
energy of a single harmonic oscillator function is
nxny = !(1=2 + nx + ny); (8.1)
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Figure 8.2: The shell structure of a 2D quantum harmonic oscillator for the
electron. The numbers on the y-axis are the so called magic numbers forming
closed shells. Every level exhibits a double degeneracy due to the electron
spin. See the text for an explanation of the quantum numbers.
where ! is the oscillator frequency and nx and ny are Cartesian quantum
numbers. Figure 8.2 shows the possible quantum numbers for electrons. The
arrows represent the electron spin. The horizontal lines show degenerate
energy shells where the orbitals have the same energy, such as the two rst
orbitals (nx = 0; ny = 0) form the rst shell R = 1, the next shell, R =
2, contains four orbitals, and R = 3 contains six orbitals. To create our
single particle basis, a truncation is performed by specifying a maximal shell
number. All orbitals within this shell and below are included in our model
space, forming a set of orbitals fig. The quantum numbers of all the orbitals
are stored in an STL5 vector called states . After every orbital in fig has
been dened, a spatial discretization of the orbitals is performed.
Spatial Discretization
The spatial representation of the orbitals is stored in the matrixC 2 CNgridNorb=2,
where Ngrid is the number of grid vectors and Norb is the total number of or-
bitals6. A column in C represents a discretized orbital. The discretization is
stored in the same order as the coordinate vectors in the R-matrix from the
5 The Standard Template Library, or STL, is a C++ library of container classes, algo-
rithms, and iterators [40].
6 Since we are only simulating electrons, and not using magnetic elds, only half of the
orbitals needs to be discretized in C, due to the spatial representations of spin up and
down orbitals being the same.
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grid -class, such that
(rj) = Cj ; (8.2)
where rj is the j-column ofR. Whenever other parts of the program needs ac-
cess to the orbitals, a constant reference to C is used. Currently the program
supports an initial discretization in one of the forms: harmonic oscillators,
hydrogen-like, or a random, unitary matrix. The initial discretization can
also be loaded from le.
Discrete Variable Representation
The discrete variable representation has not been used in this thesis due to
pressing time. It is, however, the method of choice if we want to compute
systems containing more particles, and the hope is to implement it the future.
For an introduction to the Discrete Variable Representation the reader is
directed to reference [41]. For applications of DVRs in the MCTDH-method,
see reference [16].
8.2.3 Slater determinants





An jni : (8.3)
This relation is exact if the complete set of all N -particle Slater determinants
are used. For numerical purposes we have to impose a truncation on the
space used. We will use the full conguration interaction-space. In the full
conguration space all possible N -particle Slater determinants are generated
from a set of orbitals fig. The number of Slater determinants used to






where Norb is the total number of orbitals. In practice, we use the odometer -
algorithm [42] to generate all possible N -particle Slater determinants from
fig. We can also introduce other restrictions on the conguration space,
like only allowing Slater determinants with a specic total spin value - this
is called the M-scheme [29]. Whenever a new Slater determinant is created
it is stored in a binary form using the occupation number representation.
Occupation Number Representation
The occupation number representation is a way to describe a Slater deter-
minant is using a string of numbers that are either zero or one. If position
7 See Chapter 3 for more details.
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i is set to one, it means that the i-th orbital is occupied. An example for a
3-particle Slater determinant:
j0;2;9i = j029i = j10100000010   i : (8.4)
Such a representation is very convenient when working with computers due
to the binary representation of numbers on computer. To store a Slater
determinant in the occupation number representation, a number of bits8 is
dedicated to storing a Slater determinant. On a computer the smallest con-
guration of bits is a byte - comprised of eight bits. For optimal eciency
we want to keep the number of bits in numbers of 32 or 64, depending on
the architecture of the computer used. Most modern computers are capable
of 64-bit processing. For congurations not exceeding the capabilities of a
64-bit representation, a fundamental data type like the integer can be used.
For the program to handle larger numbers of congurations we will instead
use the STL bitset library, where one can dedicate any number of bits. List-
ing 8.1 shows an example of how the bitset library can be used to create the
Slater determinant described in Eq. (8.4).
#DEINFE BITS 10
#i n c l u d e <b i t s e t >
b i t s e t <BITS> b i nS t a t e ;
b i nS t a t e . s e t (0 )
b i nS t a t e . s e t (2 )
b i nS t a t e . s e t (9 )
cout << b i nS t a t e << end l ;
// The r e s u l t s o f the p r i n t s ta tement i s
// 1010000001
Listing 8.1: Example use of the bitset library to create a Slater determinant
using the occupation number representation
8.2.4 Creation and Annihilation Operators
Creation and annihilation operators9 hold an important role in the code. To
implement the creation and annihilation operators when a Slater determinant
is expressed using the occupation number representation is, in fact, quite
8A bit is the smallest unit of information on a computer and it can take the value of
either zero or one.
9See Section 3.3 for more details on Creation and annihilation operators.
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easy. The creation and annihilation operators work on a Slater determinant
the following way
ai ja;b; ;i;i = ( 1)np ja;b;i ; ai ja;b;i = 0 for i =2 a; b;    ; (8.5)
ayi ja;b;i = ( 1)np ja;b; ;i;i ; ayi ja;b; ;i;i = 0 ; (8.6)
where np is the number of lled states before i. To implement the creation
and annihilation operators we need a set of functions that can add or remove
an orbital from a Slater determinant, and calculates the sign. Listing 8.2,
Listing 8.3 and Listing 8.4 shows the code used to implement the basic opera-
tions used for creation and annihilation operators. To represent the null-state
the last bit is set to one. The null-state is used to check whether to performer
calculations on a Slater determinant or not. This way we can save computa-
tional resources.
i n l i n e i n t s i g n ( con s t i n t n , con s t b i t s e t <BITS> &s t a t e )
f
i n t s = 1 ;
f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < n ; i++) f




r e t u r n s ;
g
Listing 8.2: Implementation of the sign-function used in creation and
annihilation operators. The n parameter tells us which orbital the orbitals
some action was performed on. The state parameter is a Slater determinant
represented in a binary form.
i n l i n e vo i d a d dP a r t i c l e ( con s t i n t n , b i t s e t <BITS> &s t a t e )
f
b i t s e t <BITS> a ;
a . s e t ( n ) ;
// & i s a b i n a r y compar i son o f two numbers
b i t s e t <BITS> comp = a & s t a t e ;
i f ( comp . count ( ) == f a l s e )
s t a t e . s e t ( n ) ;
e l s e
s t a t e . s e t (BITS   1) ;
g
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Listing 8.3: Implementation of the addParticle-function used in creation
operators.
i n l i n e vo i d r emov ePa r t i c l e ( con s t i n t n , b i t s e t <BITS> &
s t a t e )
f
b i t s e t <BITS> a ;
a . s e t ( n ) ;
// & i s a b i n a r y compar i son o f two numbers
b i t s e t <BITS> comp = a & s t a t e ;
i f ( comp . count ( ) == t r u e )
s t a t e . s e t (n , 0) ;
e l s e
s t a t e . s e t (BITS   1) ;
g
Listing 8.4: Implementation of the removeParticle-function used in
annihilation operators.
8.2.5 One-Body Operators/Potentials
The one-body operators are implemented through abstracts classes to up-
hold the generality of the code. For the purpose of implementation we have
separated the implementation of dierential operators and potentials. Spe-
cic operators/potentials are implemented through a subclass of the abstract
base class. To include a new potential in the code a subclass of potential
must be created in 'src/Potential/implementation' and an identier must
be added in the denition le, found in 'src/includes/denes.h'. The dier-
ential operator and a list of potentials must be specied in the congura-
tion le. See Listing 8.5 for an illustrative example of the implementation
the harmonic oscillator potential. All potentials must implement a function
evaluate(const cx vec &psi, double t) . This function evaluates the action of the
potential on an discretized orbital , where  is given by const cx vec &phi .
The time parameter, t, does not need to be specied for time-independent
potentials. Potentials are diagonal in position space, thus the discretiza-
tion of the potential can be represented by a vector. The implementation of
dierential operators is very similar.
Ha rmon i cO s c i l l a t o r : : Ha rmon i cO s c i l l a t o r ( Con f i g  cfg , con s t
Gr id &g r i d ) : P o t e n t i a l ( c fg , g r i d )
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f
// Reading v a r i a b l e s from the c o n f i g u r a t i o n o b j e c t
. . .
p o t e n t i a l = vec ( nGr id ) ;
// Con s t r u c t i n g the d i s c r e t i z e d v e r s i o n o f the harmonic
o s c i l a l t o r p o t e n t i a l .
f o r ( i n t j =0; j<nGr id ; j++)f
con s t vec& r = g r i d . a t ( j ) ;
doub l e r2 = 0 ;
f o r ( i n t i =0; i<dim ; i++)f
r2 += r ( i )  r ( i ) ;
g
p o t e n t i a l ( j ) = 0 .5ww r2 ;
g
g
cx vec Ha rmon i cO s c i l l a t o r : : e v a l u a t e ( con s t c x v e c &phi ,
doub l e t )
f
r e t u r n p o t e n t i a l % ph i ;
g
Listing 8.5: Example implementation of the Harmonic oscillator potential.
More information on the dierential operators and their implementation is
found in Chapter 9. For the potentials used in this thesis, see Chapter 13.
All the one-body potentials and the dierential operators are stored in a
general class SingleParticleOperator . There, all general operations regarding
one-body operations are implemented, like the potential acting on all the
orbitals in position space, the computation of the second derivative of the
orbitals, and the computation of the one-body Hamiltonian matrix. If asked
it can return references to the one-body Hamiltonian matrix or the matrix
containing the action one-body Hamiltonian operators on all orbitals (in po-
sition space, used in the EOM for the orbitals).
8.2.6 Two-Body Operators / Interaction Elements
The interaction elements are given by
Vpqrs = hpqjV^I jrsi ; (8.7)
where p; q; r and s are indices of orbitals and V^I is the interaction operator.
The interaction elements are computed by performing integrals over the mean
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elds10. From a mean eld, V qs(r), we can calculate an interaction element
by
Vpqrs = hpjV^ qsjri =
Z
yp(r)V
qs(r)r(r) dr : (8.8)
These integrals are typically solved using the trapezoidal rule [43]. The trape-
zoidal rule is chosen because of the static, uniform grid. The values of the
orbitals and the mean elds are only known on the grid points, described by
the R-matrix in the grid -class.
Once an interaction element is calculated, it must be stored. The most
obvious way is to use a four dimensional matrix, with p; q; r and s as indices.
However, a four-dimensional matrix is an inconvenient data structure. To
avoid this problem, a linear mapping scheme, mapping p; q; r and s into one
number is introduced. The implementation of the mapping scheme is shown
in Listing 8.6. The same mapping scheme is used to store the reduced two-
body matrix.
#de f i n e N1 100
#d e f i n e N2 10000
#d e f i n e N3 1000000
i n t mapTwoPar t i c l eSta te s ( i n t p , i n t q , i n t r , i n t s )
f
r e t u r n p + qN1 + r N2 + s N3 ;
g
Listing 8.6: Implementation of the linear scheme mapping the four orbital
indices into one number.
To simplify the handling of the interaction elements we store everything
that has to with interactions in the Interaction -class. The interaction el-
ements are stored in an unordered map, with a unique key generated by
the mapping function mapTwoParticleStates(p,q,r , s) . If we need an interaction
element the function at( int p, int q, int r , int s) in the Interaction -class is
called. It returns the value of the interaction element.
8.3 Implementation of the MCTDHF Equa-
tions of Motion
In the following subsections we will discuss the implementation of the right
hand side of the EOMs, given by Eq. (6.39) and Eq. (6.29). The integration
of such equations in time is shown in Chapter 10.
10 See Chapter 11 for theory and implementation of mean elds.
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8.3.1 Equation of Motion for the Wavefunction Expan-
sion Coecients




= HA ; (8.9)
where A is a coecient vector and H is the Hamiltonian set up in the con-
guration space of the Slater determinants. The matrix elements are given
by
Hij = hijH^jji ; (8.10)
with jii and jii being Slater determinants. We will now look at how
the right hand side of Eq. (8.9) is set up - or more specically: how the
Hamiltonian matrix is constructed using second quantization.
All operations needed to compute the right hand side of Eq. (8.9) are im-
plemented in a class SlaterEquation . The SlaterEquation -class includes meth-
ods for setting up the entire Hamiltonian matrix and calculating the product
HA11. Note that the SlaterEquation -class is general for all Hamiltonian ma-
trices. For testing we have also included functions for diagonalization of the
Hamiltonian matrix. Such a test is the same as a CI calculation for that
conguration space.
Before discussing the implementation of the Hamiltonian matrix we will
look at some optimizations using spin symmetries.
Exploiting spin-symmetry
If all the potentials used are spin-independent, we can exploit that two or-
bitals with identical quantum numbers, except for spin, have the same spatial
orbital. We can then pull out the spin degrees of freedom from the Hamilto-
nian, thus easing some of the computations. Let p; q; r and s denote states
with all the quantum numbers excluding spin. Let  and  represent spin




















11 To compute the matrix-vector product HA the C++ library Armadillo [18] is used.
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All the potentials used in this thesis are spin-independent, and therefore spin
symmetry is exploited in the program.
Matrix Representation of the Hamiltonian
In the equations of motion for the coecient vector, A, the Hamiltonian is
represented in the conguration space of the Slater determinants. Using the
form of the Hamiltonian given in Eq. (8.17) gives matrix elements

















hpq = hpjh^jqi ; (8.19)
Vpqrs = hpqjV^ jrsi : (8.20)
We can also exploit that the Hamiltonian matrix is Hermitian, i.e., we only
have to compute half the matrix, the other elements are found by taking
the Hermitian conjugate. Listing 8.7 shows the construction of the Hamilto-
nian matrix by solving Eq. (8.18) for every Slater determinant. Notice how
the spins sums are hard-coded for electrons in the implementation. List-
ing 8.8 and Listing 8.9 shows the implementation of hijaypaqjji and of
hijaypayq0as0arjji.
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vo i d S l a t e r E qu a t i o n : : computeHami l ton ianMatr i x ( )
f
c x doub l e phase ;
c x doub l e Vpqrs ;
h = &onePa r t i c l eOpe r a t o r >getH ( ) ;
H. z e r o s ( ) ;
f o r ( i n t m=0; m<nS l a t e rDe t e rm i n an t s ; m++)f
f o r ( i n t n=m; n<nS l a t e rDe t e rm i n an t s ; n++)f
//                                               
f o r ( i n t p=0; p<nO r b i t a l s ; p++)f
f o r ( i n t q=0; q<nO r b i t a l s ; q++)f
//                                           
// One body pa r t
// The o r b i t a l s i n the S l a t e r d e t e rm inan t s a r e
mapped by
// 2p == sp i n up
// 2p+1 == sp i n down
// where p i s the same s p a t i a l o r b i t a l i f p i s a
even number .
phase = 0 ;
phase += secondQuant i zat ionOneBodyOperator (2p ,
2q , s l a t e rD e t e rm i n a n t s [ n ] ,
s l a t e rD e t e rm i n a n t s [m] ) ;
phase += secondQuant i zat ionOneBodyOperator (2p
+1, 2q+1, s l a t e rD e t e rm i n a n t s [ n ] ,
s l a t e rD e t e rm i n a n t s [m] ) ;
H(m, n ) += (h ) (p , q )  phase ;
//                                           
// Two body i n t e r a c t i o n
f o r ( i n t r =0; r<nO r b i t a l s ; r++)f
f o r ( i n t s=0; s<nO r b i t a l s ; s++)f
Vpqrs = i n t e r a c t i o n  >at (p , q , r , s ) ;
i f ( Vpqrs != ( cx doub l e ) 0 ) f
phase = 0 ;
phase += secondQuant izat ionTwoBodyOperator
(2p , 2q , 2 r , 2 s , s l a t e rD e t e rm i n a n t s
[ n ] , s l a t e rD e t e rm i n a n t s [m] ) ;
phase += secondQuant izat ionTwoBodyOperator
(2p+1, 2q+1, 2 r +1, 2 s+1,
s l a t e rD e t e rm i n a n t s [ n ] ,
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s l a t e rD e t e rm i n a n t s [m] ) ;
phase += secondQuant izat ionTwoBodyOperator
(2p , 2q+1, 2 r , 2 s+1,
s l a t e rD e t e rm i n a n t s [ n ] ,
s l a t e rD e t e rm i n a n t s [m] ) ;
phase += secondQuant izat ionTwoBodyOperator
(2p+1, 2q , 2 r +1, 2 s ,
s l a t e rD e t e rm i n a n t s [ n ] ,
s l a t e rD e t e rm i n a n t s [m] ) ;









i f (m != n ) f





Listing 8.7: The construction of the Hamiltonian matrix in the Slater
determinant space.
cx doub l e S l a t e r Equ a t i o n : :
secondQuant i zat ionOneBodyOperator ( con s t i n t p , con s t
i n t q , b i t s e t <BITS> s t a t e1 , con s t b i t s e t <BITS> &s t a t e 2
)
f
c x doub l e phase = 1 ;
r emov ePa r t i c l e (q , s t a t e 1 ) ;
i f ( s t a t e 1 [ BITS 1] == 1)
r e t u r n 0 ;
phase = s i g n (q , s t a t e 1 ) ;
a d dP a r t i c l e (p , s t a t e 1 ) ;
i f ( s t a t e 1 [ BITS 1] == 1)
r e t u r n 0 ;
phase = s i g n (p , s t a t e 1 ) ;
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i f ( s t a t e 2 != s t a t e 1 )
phase = 0 ;
r e t u r n phase ;
g
Listing 8.8: Implementation of the 'secondQuantizationOneBodyOperator'-
function used in the construction of the Hamiltonian matrix. State1 and
State2 are Slater determinants.
cx doub l e S l a t e r Equ a t i o n : :
secondQuant izat ionTwoBodyOperator ( con s t i n t p , con s t
i n t q , b i t s e t <BITS> s t a t e1 , con s t b i t s e t <BITS> &s t a t e 2 )
f
c x doub l e phase = 1 ;
// Removing r
r emov ePa r t i c l e ( r , s t a t e 1 ) ;
i f ( s t a t e 1 [ BITS 1] == 1)
r e t u r n 0 ;
phase = s i g n ( r , s t a t e 1 ) ;
// Removing s
r emov ePa r t i c l e ( s , s t a t e 1 ) ;
i f ( s t a t e 1 [ BITS 1] == 1)
r e t u r n 0 ;
phase = s i g n ( s , s t a t e 1 ) ;
// Adding q
a d dPa r t i c l e (q , s t a t e 1 ) ;
i f ( s t a t e 1 [ BITS 1] == 1)
r e t u r n 0 ;
phase = s i g n (q , s t a t e 1 ) ;
// Adding p
a d dPa r t i c l e (p , s t a t e 1 ) ;
i f ( s t a t e 1 [ BITS 1] == 1)
r e t u r n 0 ;
phase = s i g n (p , s t a t e 1 ) ;
i f ( s t a t e 1 != s t a t e 2 )
r e t u r n 0 ;
r e t u r n phase ;
g
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Listing 8.9: Implementation of the 'secondQuantizationTwoBodyOperator'-
function used in the construction of the Hamiltonian matrix. State1 and
State2 are Slater determinants.
8.3.2 The Orbital Equations of Motion




= (1 P) hC+  1O : (8.21)
We will now set up the right hand side of Eq. (8.21). To simplify the imple-
mentation we dene the matrix
U = hC+  1O ; (8.22)
where the columns are given by





where h is the one-body Hamiltonian, ij and iqrs are matrix elements of
the reduced one- and two-body density matrices, and cj is the spatial dis-
cretization of the j-th orbital. Before computing the U-matrix, the reduced
one- and two-body matrices must be calculated. Details of the implemen-
tation of the density operators are in Subsection 8.3.3. After the density
matrices have been set up the U-matrix is constructed. The only thing left
is the matrix product (1 P)U. This is explained in the paragraph concern-
ing the projection operator, found further down this section. All operations
needed to compute the right hand side of Eq. (8.21) are implemented in the
OrbitalEquation -class.
Constructing the U-matrix
After the construction of the reduced density matrices, the U-matrix is built.
The U matrix is made column by column, as described in Eq. (8.23). The
numerical implementation is shown in Listing 8.10.
vo i d O rb i t a l Equ a t i o n : : computeUMatrix ( con s t cx mat &C)
f
12 See Chapter 6 for details.
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cx ve c Ui ( nGr id ) ;
c x v e c i n n e r ( nGr id ) ;
pa i r<i n t , cx doub l e> r h o i q r s ;
f o r ( i n t j =0; j<nO r b i t a l s ; j++)f
U. c o l ( j ) = hC >c o l ( j ) ;
f o r ( i n t i =0; i<nO r b i t a l s ; i++)f
Ui . z e r o s ( ) ;
f o r ( i n t q=0; q<nO r b i t a l s ; q++)f
f o r ( i n t r =0; r<nO r b i t a l s ; r++)f
i n n e r . z e r o s ( ) ;
f o r ( i n t s=0; s<nO r b i t a l s ; s++)f
i n n e r += f indRho2 ( i , q , r , s )  C . c o l ( s ) ;
g
Ui += V >meanFie ld (q , r )%i n n e r ;
g
g




Listing 8.10: Numerical implementation of the U-matrix. The U -matrix is a
part of the construction of the right hand side of the EOMs for the orbitals.
Notice an extensive use of functionality from the matrix library Armadillo.
The Projection operator




jji hjj ; (8.24)
for the space spanned by the orbitals. We are, however, using orbitals dis-
cretized on a grid. The discretized version of the orbitals are stored in the
C-matrix, where each column, ci, represents a discretized orbital. Using the









In one-dimension this is no problem, but for two- or more dimension the size
of P in the memory of the computer is very large13. When computing larger
13 AnNgrid = 200 in one dimension amounts to about 625 kB, assuming complex doubles
are used. The same resolution in two-dimensions, that is Ngrid = 250000, amounts to a
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systems we cannot store this matrix in memory.
What we actually want to solve is the matrix product R.H.S. = (1 P)U.
What if we compute the matrix-matrix product on the y instead? To do
that, we need the residual projection operator, Q, dened as
Q = (1 P) ; (8.26)
making the problem R.H.S. = QU. The matrix elements of Q is given by














The matrix elements of the matrix-matrix multiplication can be written as




In order to improve performance and reduce memory consumption the prod-
uct betweenQ andU are hard-coded into the function computeRightHandSide()
by using Eqs. (8.28) and (8.27). Listing 8.11 shows how this is implemented
in the code. We are now using approximately no memory, we don't have to
build the Q-matrix and then perform the multiplication, making this imple-
mentation faster since Q is not used for anything else in the code.
con s t cx mat &Orb i t a l E qua t i o n : : computeRightHandSide ( con s t
cx mat &C, con s t c x v e c &A) f
. . .
//                                                      
// Hardcod ing o f the matr ix mat r i x p roduc t : R .H = QU
//                                                      
c x doub l e RH i j ;
c x doub l e Qik ;
con s t c x doub l e C = C. memptr ( ) ;
c x doub l e U = U. memptr ( ) ;
c x doub l e RH = r igh tHandS ide . memptr ( ) ;
i n t i , j ;
f o r ( pa i r<i n t , i n t> i j : myRij ) f
i = i j . f i r s t ;
j = i j . second ;
RH i j = 0 ;
f o r ( i n t k=0; k<nGr id ; k++)f
staggering 23.8 GB.
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// C a l c u l a t i n g the Re s i d u a l p r o j e c t o r
Qik = 0 ;
i f ( i == k )
Qik = 1 ;
f o r ( i n t l =0; l<nO r b i t a l s ; l++)f
Qik  = C [ i + l  nGr id ] con j ( C [ k + l  nGr id ] )
;
g
// END p r o j e c t o r
RH i j += QikU [ k + j  nGr id ] ;
g
RH [ i + j  nGr id ] = RH i j ;
. . .
g
Listing 8.11: Implementation of the matrix product QU used to compute
the right hand side of the EOM for the orbitals.
8.3.3 The Reduced Density Operators
In the equation of motion for the orbitals the reduced one- and two-body
density matrices enter. In the following subsection we will discuss their im-
plementation.
Reduced Density Matrices









with the reduced one-body density matrix elements




The reduced two-body density is












with the reduced two-body density matrix elements




14 See Section 3.4
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Spin Reduced Density Matrices
We will now perform some changes to the optimization of the equations of
motion for spin independent Hamiltonians. As a part of the derivation of
the MCTDHF equations15 the expression h	jH^j	i is written as a function of
the reduced density matrices. We will now modify the equations of motion
slightly by separating out the spin degrees of freedom. First, we look at
the expectation value of the one-body Hamiltonian. Let p; q; r and s denote
states with all the quantum numbers excluding spin. Let  and  represent












The last element is the reduced one-body density matrix with the trace taken








For the two-body operator:














Likewise, the last element is the reduced density matrix with the trace taken








We have shown that in the equations of motion for a spin-independent Hamil-
tonians we can use the spin reduced density matrices instead of the full den-
sity matrices.
Implementation of the Reduced Density Matrices
We can check the implementation of the reduced density matrices by taking
the trace. For the reduced one-body density matrix the trace is Tr((1)) = Np.
15 See Chapter 6.
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For the reduced two-body density matrix the trace is Tr((2)) = Np(Np  1).
Listing 8.12 and Listing 8.13 shows the implementation of the reduced density
matrices in the code.
vo i d O rb i t a l E qua t i o n : : computeOnePar t i c l eReducedDens i t y ( )
f
// A l l p o s s i b l e s p a t i a l o r b i t a l s
f o r ( i n t i =0; i< nO r b i t a l s ; i++)f
f o r ( i n t j=i ; j<nO r b i t a l s ; j++)f
invRho ( i , j ) = r educ edOnePa r t i c l eOpe r a t o r (2 i , 2 j ) ;
invRho ( i , j ) += reduc edOnePa r t i c l eOpe r a t o r (2 i +1 ,2 j
+1) ;




Listing 8.12: Implementation of the one-body reduced density matrix.
vo i d O rb i t a l E qu a t i o n : : computeTwoPart i c l eReducedDens i ty ( )
f
c x doub l e v a l u e ;
// A l l d i f f e r e n t
f o r ( i n t p=0; p<nO r b i t a l s ; p++)f
f o r ( i n t q=0; q<nO r b i t a l s ; q++)f
f o r ( i n t r =0; r<nO r b i t a l s ; r++)f
f o r ( i n t s=0; s<nO r b i t a l s ; s++)f
v a l u e = 0 ;
// Sp in t r a c e
v a l u e += reducedTwoPa r t i c l eOpe ra to r (2p , 2q , 2
r , 2 s ) ;
v a l u e += reducedTwoPa r t i c l eOpe ra to r (2p+1, 2q
+1, 2 r +1, 2 s+1) ;
v a l u e += reducedTwoPa r t i c l eOpe ra to r (2p+1, 2q ,
2 r , 2 s+1) ;
v a l u e += reducedTwoPa r t i c l eOpe ra to r (2p , 2q+1,
2 r +1, 2 s ) ;
rho2 . i n s e r t ( pa i r<i n t , cx doub l e >(
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Figure 8.3: An example of an apparent convergence of the energy.
Listing 8.13: Implementation of the two-body reduced density matrix.
8.4 Convergence Criteria
To nd an initial state we use the imaginary time propagation method, giving
us the ground state of the time-independent problem. As the imaginary time
approach is an iterative method, we need to measure whether a calculation
has converged. When performing imaginary time calculations, we compute
the energy of the system at runtime. After performing a number of integra-
tion steps, the energy will start to converging towards a constant value. As
a test of convergence, a newly calculated value for the energy is compared
with the energy calculated 100 steps before. We call this dierence E. If
E < 10 14, we say that the system has converge to numerical precession.
The reason E is chosen so low, is that we sometimes get an apparent con-
vergence of the energy, like seen in Figure 8.3. The E can be as low as 10 9,
and the system might still not have converged. This usually happen if the
initial wavefunction only has a small overlap with the ground state, and/or if
the dierence in energy between the ground state and the rst excited state
is very small. Whenever a result is marked with a star, , the results have
not met the strict convergence criteria of E < 10 14.






(a) Time spent calculating a se-
quence of imaginary time steps
using dierent number of com-
pute cores. The system example
has six orbitals and a grid con-






(b) Time spent calculating a se-
quence of imaginary time steps
using dierent number of com-
pute cores. The example system
has six orbitals and a grid con-
sisting of 22500 elements.
Table 8.1: Some examples of eciency of the parallelized code.
8.5 Parallelization
The code is parallelized using OpenMPI [44]. For the computationally de-
manding parts of the code, the workload is spread over a multitude of com-
puter nodes. Typical examples of the numerically demanding parts is the
computation of mean elds, matrix elements, matrix multiplication, etc. At
the start of the program, every node is given a set of orbital- and spatial-
indices for which it is to compute, for example, matrix elements or mean
elds. These are stored in STD16 vectors, making the implementation gen-
eral and ecient. The set of indices may vary in the dierent classes. Every
node runs the full program parallel, and at every time step the full orbital
matrix, C, all mean elds, and interaction elements are communicated to ev-
ery node. This is due to the coupled nature of the computations, and it puts
an eective barrier on the number of nodes the program can eciently use.
The mean elds take between 40-60 % of the computation time, and are the
most important part to parallelize. The parallelization implemented in the
code is a temporary solution, however, the computation of two-dimensional
systems would not have been possible without this parallelization. For a
more complete scheme for the parallelization of MCTDHF method, see ref-
erence [45]. Some example of the eciency of the parallelization is shown in
Table 8.1. The results are very system dependent, and the code scales better
for larger systems.
16 The Standard Template Library, or STL, is a C++ library of container classes, algo-





In this chapter we discuss the implementation of the dierential operators
used to calculate the second derivative of the orbitals. We present two dif-
ferent methods used in the approximation of the dierential operators: nite
dierence methods and Fourier transformations. The theory and implemen-
tation of both methods are discussed and example implementations are given.
9.1 Representation of Dierential Operators
The implementation of dierential operators is very similar to that of the
potentials. The dierential operators have been separated from the potentials
due to the structure the code, but could just as easily have been implemented
in the potential class. The general form of the implementation is given
by the abstract base class, DierentialOperator . Explicit implementations of
dierential operators are subclassed from the DierentialOperator class, and
they must include a virtual function called secondDerivative (const cx vec &phi) ,
where phi is a reference to a spatial discretized orbital. This function must
return a vector containing the second derivative of phi .
9.2 Finite Dierence
Finite dierence schemes are based on Taylor expansions of dierent orders.
For example, a rst order Taylor expansion of a function f(x) about xi is
f(x) = f(xi) + f
0(xi)(x  xi) +O((x  xi)2) : (9.1)
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Solving for the rst derivative gives us
f 0(xi) =
f(x)  f(xi)
x  xi +O(x  xi) : (9.2)
If we are using an uniform grid spacing, we can use that x = xi+x = xi+1.





This scheme is called a forward dierence approximation or simply forward
Euler and is the simplest scheme for calculating a derivative numerically.











We get an error O(x2) due to a cancellation of the leading order terms.
Expanding the error to one higher order in the forward and backward schemes
shows that this is true.
We are actually just interested in the second derivative. The forward
nite dierence scheme for the second derivative is found by performing a
change of variables f 0 ! f 00 in Eq. (9.3), and results in
f 00i =
fi+2   2fi 1 + fi
x2
+O(x) : (9.6)
The central dierence approximation is
f 00i =
fi+1   2fi + fi 1
x2
+O(x2) : (9.7)
Another name for this approximation is the three point stencil. In the code
we have implemented a three point stencil and a ve-point stencil.
Three-Point Stencil
Using the three-point stencil we can approximate the second derivative of an
orbital in the x-direction by
r2x(xi) 
(xi+1)  2(xi) + (xi 1)
x2
+O(x2) ; (9.8)
where xi1 = xi x and x is the grid spacing.
Listing 9.1 shows the numerical implementation of a three-point stencil.
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cx vec F i n i t e D i f f e r e n c e 2 d : : s e c o n dDe r i v a t i v e ( con s t c x v e c
&ph i )
f
d i f f . z e r o s ( ) ;
c x doub l e d i f f X ;
c x doub l e d i f f Y ;
f o r ( i n t i =0; i<nGr id ; i++)f
// Cente r po i n t
d i f f X =  ( c x doub l e ) 2 ph i ( i ) ;
d i f f Y = d i f f X ;
// X                        
i f ( i + nGridX < nGr id )
d i f f X += ph i ( i + nGridX ) ;
i f ( i   nGridX > 0)
d i f f X += ph i ( i   nGridX ) ;
// Y                        
i f ( i + 1 < nGr id )
d i f f Y += ph i ( i + 1) ;
i f ( i   1 > 0)
d i f f Y += ph i ( i   1) ;
d i f f ( i ) = d i f f X /dxdx + d i f f Y /dydy ;
g
r e t u r n d i f f ;
g
Listing 9.1: Implementation of the second derivative of an orbital using a
three-point stencil in two-dimensions.
Five-Point Stencil
Using the ve-point stencil we can approximate the second derivative of an
orbital in the x-direction by
@2(xi)
@x2i
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The implementation is basically the same as the three-point stencil, only with
more terms.
9.3 Discrete Fourier transforms (DFT)
Using the Discrete Fourier Transformation (DFT) theory a function, , eval-
uated in a set of discrete points fxlg, can be expressed in the frequency
domain by










where the f^(k) is the discrete Fourier transform of l and N is the number












We can exploit the Fourier transform to calculate the derivatives of  with a





































































gives us the second derivative - just as we wanted. To summarise: rst com-




k2f^(k), and we have the second derivative.
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When using Fourier transforms the boundary conditions must be periodic
- which might aect the physical system if the wavefunction approaches one
of the borders on the grid. The error introduced by using discrete Fourier
transformations is of the order O(xNgrid;d) [46], where Ngrid;d is the num-
ber of grid points in one dimension. To eciently compute discrete Fourier
transformations the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm1 is used. In the
code developed in this thesis the FFT-library FFTW [47] is used.
Using Fourier transformations to compute the derivative does, however,
come at a cost. The geometry of the grid must be equally spaced, making
the method less appropriate for more systems using a more complex spatial
geometry.
Listings 9.2 shows the implementation of the second derivative of a two-
dimensional orbital, using the FFTW library integrated with Armadillo.
Fou r i e r 2 d : : F ou r i e r 2 d ( Con f i g  cfg , con s t Gr id &g r i d ) :
D i f f e r e n t i a l O p e r a t o r ( c fg , g r i d )
f
. . .
// Load ing pa ramte r e s from the c o n f i g u r a t i o n o b j e c t
. . .
// S e t t i n g the f r e q u e n c i e s .
// X
vec k x = vec ( nGridX ) ;
f o r ( i n t i =0; i<nGridX /2 ; i++) f
k x [ i ] = i ;
g
f o r ( i n t i=nGridX /2 ; i<nGridX ; i++) f
k x [ i ] =   ( nGridX   i ) ;
g
k x = 2PI /( dx ( nGridX ) ) ;
k x =  k x%k x ;
// Y
vec k y = vec ( nGridY ) ;
f o r ( i n t i =0; i<nGridY /2 ; i++) f
k y [ i ] = i ;
g
f o r ( i n t i=nGridY /2 ; i<nGridY ; i++) f
k y [ i ] =   ( nGridY   i ) ;
g
k y = 2PI /( dy ( nGridY ) ) ;
1 The FFT algorithm requires O(N logN) operations.
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k y =  k y%k y ;
// C r e a t i n g the t o t a l f r e qu enc y space
k = vec ( nGr id ) ;
i n t c = 0 ;
f o r ( i n t i =0; i<nGridX ; i++) f
f o r ( i n t j =0; j<nGridY ; j++) f
k ( c++) = k x ( i ) + k y ( j ) ;
g
g
k /= nGr id ;
d i f f = cx vec ( nGr id ) ;
f o rwa rd = f f t w p l a n d f t 2 d ( nGridX , nGridY ,
( f f tw comp l e x ) d i f f . memptr ( ) ,
( f f tw comp l e x ) d i f f . memptr ( ) , FFTW FORWARD,
FFTW ESTIMATE) ;
backward = f f t w p l a n d f t 2 d ( nGridX , nGridY ,
( f f tw comp l e x ) d i f f . memptr ( ) ,
( f f tw comp l e x ) d i f f . memptr ( ) , FFTW BACKWARD,
FFTW ESTIMATE) ;
g
cx ve c Fou r i e r 2 d : : s e c o n dDe r i v a t i v e ( con s t c x ve c &ph i )
f
d i f f = ph i ;
f f t w e x e c u t e ( f o rwa rd ) ;
d i f f = k % d i f f ;
f f t w e x e c u t e ( backward ) ;
r e t u r n d i f f ;
g
Listing 9.2: Implementation of a two-dimensional Fourier transform for
computation of the second derivative of an orbital.
Chapter 10
Integration Schemes
In this chapter numerical schemes for integrating the MCTDHF equations
of motion are presented. The equations of motion are given through a set of
non-linear, partial, coupled dierential equations, and a robust integrator is
needed to solve them. We start with an illustrative example of the explicit
Euler integration scheme to describe the basic ideas and implementation.
Afterwards we give a review of the Runge-Kutta integrators, a family of
nite dierence integrators. The integrators we ended up using are the fourth
order Runge-Kutta and the adaptive Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg method. A short
discussion of other integrators is found in the last section.
10.1 Time Propagation
An abstract class TimePropagation is used to handle time propagation. The
time propagation starts when the function doTimePropagation in TimePropagation
is called. The basic code ow is shown in Listing 10.1. The function
stepForward is called at every iteration, and contains the explicit implemen-
tation of an integrator algorithm. To implement an integration scheme a
subclass of TimePropagation is created, and the function stepForward must be
implemented, containing the algorithm of choice.
vo i d TimePropagat ion : : doTimePropagat ion ( )
f
i n t coun t e r = 0 ;
boo l accep ted ;
f o r ( s t e p =0; s t ep < N; s t ep++)f
accep ted = th i s >s tepForward ( ) ;
// Sav ing C and A to d i s k
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i f ( accep ted ) f
i f ( ( s t e p % s a v eT o F i l e I n t e r v a l == 0 j j s t ep == N 1) )
f
t ime ( coun t e r ) = t ;
#i f d e f USE MPI
MPI Bcast ( C . memptr ( ) , C . n e lem ,
MPI DOUBLE COMPLEX, 0 , MPI COMM WORLD ) ;
#e n d i f
// Updat ing the one  and two body i n t e r a c t i o n  
e l ement s
V >computeNewElements (C) ;
h >computeNewElements (C , t ) ;
// C o l l e c t i n g data
i f ( i sMa s t e r ) f
E( coun t e r ) = s l a t e r  >getEne rgy (A) ;
rho = &o r b i t a l  >r eCa l cu l a t eRho1 (A) ;
K = o r b i t a l  >g e t C o r r e l a t i o n ( ) ;
svdRho = o r b i t a l  >getSvdRho1 ( ) ;
s a v eP r o g r e s s ( coun t e r ) ;
p r i n tP r og r e s sToSc r e en ( coun t e r ) ;
g
coun t e r++;
g




// Sav ing r e s u l t s
i f ( i sMa s t e r )
t ime . save ( f i l enameT , a rma a s c i i ) ;
Listing 10.1: Implementation of the time propagation loop.
10.2 Integration Schemes
In the following subsections dierent integration algorithms are presented.
The notation fi = f(ti) is used as a shorthand for the i-th time step.
10.2.1 Explicit Euler
The explicit Euler integration method is the simplest scheme one can use for
integration, and is shown only as an introduction to the other methods. It is
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too unstable and inaccurate to be used for actual computations.
The forward Euler integration scheme is basically a rst order Taylor
expansion, that is




where t is a constant increment in time.
As an example, we will apply Euler's methods to the wavefunction's co-
ecients vector, A, and the orbital coecient matrix, C:









The time-derivatives are given by the MCTDHF equations of motion, i.e.,
Eq (6.39) and Eq. (6.35). Using the MCTDHF equations of motion the next
steps are found by:
An+1 = An   itHnAn (10.4)
and







for the orbitals. This is what we have to implement in the stepForward func-
tion. We have assumed that the time t is so short that the time-dependent
operators can be assumed to be constant over the interval t.
10.3 Runge-Kutta methods
Runge-Kutta methods use the weighted average of the derivative at dierent
points during one time step. As Runge-Kutta methods do not necessarily
conserve orthogonality or norm, we have to explicitly enforce these properties
in other ways. To enforce orthogonality and conservation of norm in a set
of orbitals, a Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) [48] is performed after
each accepted step. A renormalization of the coecient vector, A, is also
performed.
Second Order Runge-Kutta
The second order Runge Kutta (RK2) is based on a second order Taylor
expansion:
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The rst derivative of y is written as
dyn
dt
= f(t; yn) : (10.7)































By recognizing that the last term is a multi-variable Taylor expansion









the step can be compressed into
yn+1 = yn +
t
2
(f(t; yn) + f(t+t; yn +tft;yn)) +O(t3): (10.11)
To simplify the equation we dene the weights
k1 = tf(t; yn) (10.12)
k2 = tf(t+t; yn +tk1) ; (10.13)
resulting in
yn+1 = yn +
1
2
(k1 + k2) +O(t3): (10.14)
which is the usual way of writing the second order Runge-Kutta method. We
have found the local error of RK2 to be O(t3), resulting in a second order
global error. To calculate a step using RK2, rst compute k1, then k2, and
insert into Eq. (10.14).
We have not implemented the RK2 method in the program due to a lack
in both precision and stability of the method. The derivation was performed
to show the basic concept of Runge-Kutta methods.
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Fourth Order Runge-Kutta
The Fourth order Runge-Kutta (RK4) is considered by many to be the stan-
dard workhorse integrator. The method is frequently used due to its ease of
implementation, but at the same time being numerical accurate. There are
several ways to derive the method. Personally, I like to begin with a Taylor
expansion



















Following the same line of arguments used for the RK2, we nd
yn+1 = yn +
1
6
(k1 + 2k2 + 2k3 + k4) ; (10.16)
with the weights being
k1 = tf(tn; yn) ; (10.17)














k4 = tf(tn +t; yn + k3) : (10.20)
The global error is of order O(t4).
To implement RK4 in the program the weights must be expressed for
every Slater determinant vector and the single-particle orbitals. For the
Slater determinants the next step is
An+1 = An +
1
6
(k1 + 2k2 + 2k3 + k4) ; (10.21)
with the weights being the derivatives, i.e. the
k1 =  iH(tn)An ; (10.22)
















k4 =  iH(tn +t) (An + k3) : (10.25)
Likewise, for the C-matrix containing all the orbitals we get
Cn+1 = Cn +
1
6
(m1 + 2m2 + 2m3 +m4) ; (10.26)
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and the weights are
m1 = tRc(tn;Cn) ; (10.27)














m4 = tRc(tn +t;Cn +m3) : (10.30)






Listing 10.2 shows the implementation of RK4 in the program.
boo l RungeKutta4 : : s t epForward ( )
f
// Computing the Runge Kutta we i gh t s
// Not i c e tha t the one  and two body op e r a t o r must be
updated f o r each we ight
V >computeNewElements (C) ;
h >computeNewElements (C , t ) ;
k1 =   i  dt  s l a t e r  >computeRightHandSide (A) ;
m1 =   i  dt  o r b i t a l  >computeRightHandSide (C , A) ;
V >computeNewElements (C + 0.5m1) ;
h >computeNewElements (C + 0.5m1, t + 0 .5 dt ) ;
k2 =   i  dt  s l a t e r  >computeRightHandSide (A + 0.5 k1 ) ;
m2 =   i  dt  o r b i t a l  >computeRightHandSide (C + 0.5m1, A +
0.5 k1 ) ;
V >computeNewElements (C + 0.5m2) ;
h >computeNewElements (C + 0.5m2, t + 0 .5 dt ) ;
k3 =   i  dt  s l a t e r  >computeRightHandSide (A + 0.5 k2 ) ;
m3 =   i  dt  o r b i t a l  >computeRightHandSide (C + 0.5m2, A +
0.5 k2 ) ;
V >computeNewElements (C + m3) ;
h >computeNewElements (C + m3, t + dt ) ;
k4 =   i  dt  s l a t e r  >computeRightHandSide (A + k3 ) ;
m4 =   i  dt  o r b i t a l  >computeRightHandSide (C + m3, A + k3 )
;
// Computing new s t a t e s
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A += 1 . 0/6 . 0 ( k1 + 2( k2 + k3 ) + k4 ) ;
C += 1 . 0 /6 . 0 (m1 + 2(m2 + m3) + m4) ;
// Re no rma l i z i n g
r e n o rma l i z e (C) ;
A = A/ s q r t ( cdot (A,A) ) ;
r e t u r n 1 ; // The s t ep i s a lways accep ted
g
Listing 10.2: Implementation of the fourth order Runge-Kutta integrator.
10.3.1 Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg
Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg uses a Runge-Kutta solver of degree p and p + 1 to
estimate the local truncation error during propagation by comparing the re-
sults. From the error estimate the step length is chosen so the error is always
below an error threshold ", making the method adaptive during runtime. For
our calculations we will use a degree p = 4, meaning that we will compute a
RK4 and compare with a RK5. The shorthand notation for this implemen-
tation is RK45. To eciently implement to RK45 it is important to choose
the weights so that the RK4 and RK5 shares the same weights. Otherwise
the scheme would be computationally inecient.
The fourth order approximation is given by












and ~yi+1 is the fth order approximation
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The Runge-Kutta weights are
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j~yi+1   y0i+1j ; (10.40)






After a new step taken, the steps are accepted or rejected according to
 if R  " : set yn+1 = y0i+1 and let the step size t! t .
 if R > " : recalculate the current step with step size t! t .
The equations of motion are set up the same way as we did for RK4. Listing
10.3 shows how RK45 is implemented for the MCTDHF method.
boo l RungeKuttaFeh lberg : : s t epForward ( )
f
cx vec k1 , k2 , k3 , k4 , k5 , k6 ;
cx mat m1, m2, m3, m4, m5, m6 ;
c x v e c A , A 1 ;
cx mat C , C 1 ;
boo l accep ted = f a l s e ;
// Computing Runge Kutta Feh l b e r g we i gh t s
V >computeNewElements (C) ;
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h >computeNewElements (C , t ) ;
k1 =   i  dt  s l a t e r  >computeRightHandSide (A) ;
m1 =   i  dt  o r b i t a l  >computeRightHandSide (C , A) ;
V >computeNewElements (C + m1/4 . 0 ) ;
h >computeNewElements (C + m1/4 .0 , t + dt 0 .25 ) ;
k2 =   i  dt  s l a t e r  >computeRightHandSide (A + k1 /4 . 0 ) ;
m2 =   i  dt  o r b i t a l  >computeRightHandSide (C + m1/4 .0 , A +
k1 /4 . 0 ) ;
V >computeNewElements (C + 3.0/32m1 + 9.0/32m2) ;
h >computeNewElements (C + 3.0/32m1 + 9.0/32m2, t + dt
3 . 0 / 8 . 0 ) ;
k3 =   i  dt  s l a t e r  >computeRightHandSide (A + 3.0/32 k1 +
9.0/32 k2 ) ;
m3 =   i  dt  o r b i t a l  >computeRightHandSide (C + 3.0/32m1 +
9.0/32m2, A + 3.0/32 k1 + 9.0/32 k2 ) ;
V >computeNewElements (C + 1932.0/2197m1   7200.0/2197
m2 + 7296.0/2197m3) ;
h >computeNewElements (C + 1932.0/2197m1   7200.0/2197
m2 + 7296.0/2197m3, t + dt 12 . 0/13 . 0 ) ;
k4 =   i  dt  s l a t e r  >computeRightHandSide (A + 1932.0/2197
k1   7200.0/2197 k2 + 7296.0/2197 k3 ) ;
m4 =   i  dt  o r b i t a l  >computeRightHandSide (C +
1932.0/2197m1   7200.0/2197m2 + 7296.0/2197m3, A +
1932.0/2197 k1   7200.0/2197 k2 + 7296.0/2197 k3 ) ;
V >computeNewElements (C + 439.0/216m1   8 .0m2 +
3680.0/513m3   845.0/4104m4) ;
h >computeNewElements (C + 439.0/216m1   8 .0m2 +
3680.0/513m3   845.0/4104m4, t + dt ) ;
k5 =   i  dt  s l a t e r  >computeRightHandSide (A + 439.0/216 k1
  8 .0 k2 + 3680.0/513 k3   845.0/4104 k4 ) ;
m5 =   i  dt  o r b i t a l  >computeRightHandSide (C + 439.0/216
m1   8 .0m2 + 3680.0/513m3   845.0/4104m4, A +
439.0/216 k1   8 .0 k2 + 3680.0/513 k3   845.0/4104 k4
) ;
V >computeNewElements (C   8.0/27m1 + 2.0m2  
3544.0/2565m3 + 1859.0/4104m4   11.0/40m5) ;
h >computeNewElements (C   8.0/27m1 + 2.0m2  
3544.0/2565m3 + 1859.0/4104m4   11.0/40m5, t + dt
0 .25 ) ;
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k6 =   i  dt  s l a t e r  >computeRightHandSide (A   8.0/27 k1 +
2.0 k2   3544.0/2565 k3 + 1859.0/4104 k4   11.0/40 k5
) ;
m6 =   i  dt  o r b i t a l  >computeRightHandSide (C   8.0/27m1 +
2.0m2   3544.0/2565m3 + 1859.0/4104m4   11.0/40
m5, A   8.0/27 k1 + 2.0 k2   3544.0/2565 k3 +
1859.0/4104 k4   11.0/40 k5 ) ;
// Computing new s t a t e s
A = A + 16.0/135 k1 + 6656.0/12825 k3 + 28561.0/56430
k4   9.0/50 k5 + 2.0/55 k6 ;
A 1 = A + 25.0/216 k1 + 1408.0/2565 k3 + 2197.0/4104 k4
  1 .0/5 k5 ;
C = C + 16.0/135m1 + 6656.0/12825m3 + 28561.0/56430
m4   9.0/50m5 + 2.0/55m6;
C 1 = C + 25.0/216m1 + 1408.0/2565m3 + 2197.0/4104m4
  1 .0/5m5;
// Computing the e r r o r
vec R ;
doub l e maxR ;
doub l e rTmp ;
R = 1.0/ dt  abs (A   A 1 ) ;
maxR = max(R) ;
f o r ( u i n t i =0; i<C . n c o l s ; i++)f
R = 1.0/ dt  abs ( C . c o l ( i )   C 1 . c o l ( i ) ) ;
rTmp = max(R) ;
i f ( rTmp > maxR)
maxR = rTmp ;
g
// Computing the time we ight
doub l e d e l t a = 0.84pow( e p s i l o n /maxR , 0 . 25 ) ;
i f (maxR <= e p s i l o n ) f
C = C 1 ;
A = A 1 ;
dt = d e l t a  dt ;
// Re o rma l i z i n g
r e n o rma l i z e (C) ;
A = A/ s q r t ( cdot (A,A) ) ;
accep ted = t r u e ;
g e l s e
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f
dt = d e l t a  dt ;
s tep  ;
g
r e t u r n accep ted ;
g
Listing 10.3: Implementation of Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg for MCTDHF
equations of motion.
10.4 Other Integration Methods
There is a multitude of possible integrators to use. The diculty lies in
nding the one that is best for your problem. One scheme of interest is
the splitting method [49], a cheap and accurate fourth order integrator. For
the implementation of splitting methods in the MCTDHF method, see refer-
ence [50]. Another option is the Constant Mean Field [32] integration scheme
which has proven itself to work well for the MCTDH equations of motion.

Chapter 11
Computing the Mean Fields
In this chapter the computation of the mean elds and the interaction ele-
ments are described. We will also show an approximation scheme used to
simplify the calculation of the mean elds.
11.1 Mean elds and interaction elements
A huge part of the computational cost of solving the Multiconguration
Time-Dependent Hartree-Fock (MCTDHF) equations is the computation of
the mean elds and the interaction elements. At every time step, both the
mean elds and the interaction elements must be recalculated, since the or-




0)V (r; r0)q(r0)dr0 : (11.1)
For every p and q the mean eld must be evaluated at every r-coordinate. In
our calculations space is represented on a uniform nite grid. At every point
in the grid the mean eld must be evaluated.
The most convenient way of computing a mean eld on a uniform grid,
is by using the trapezoidal integration method. The trapezoidal integration
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on a uniform grid. When we compute the mean elds the r is included in
the orbitals. Using the trapezoidal integration scheme, the mean eld at a





























11.2 Approximation to the mean eld opera-
tors
Computing the mean eld operators directly is an expensive operation. For
the MCTDHF method to scale well numerically, the mean elds must be
approximated eciently. There are several schemes that can be used to ease
these computations. The most straightforward way is to approximate the
interaction matrix by a low rank approximation and combining this with a
H-matrix formulation [51]. In the low rank approximation we want to ap-
proximate the interaction potential by a sum





where we have separated the dependence of r and r0. To achieve this, the
interaction operator is rst discretized in a sub-basis of the total discrete
space. Then a low rank approximation is performed. For more details, see
Refs. [52] and [53].
11.2.1 Discretization
The discretization is done by expanding the interaction operator in a discrete
basis





jiiQ 1ij ~Vjj0Q 1j0i0 hi0j ; (11.7)




jiiQ 1ij hjj ; (11.8)
Qij = hijji =
Z
hijrihrjji dr ; (11.9)
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and the interaction matrix elements are given by
~Vij = hijV jji =
Z Z





11.2.2 Low rank approximation
To eciently calculate the matrix elements of the interaction operator, we
want to write it as a product of single-particle function. To control the local
error we introduce the weight overlap matrix
Sij =
Z
g(r)hi(r)hj(r) dr ; (11.11)
where the weight function g(r) > 0. The S-matrix is positive denite and
symmetric. We can now set up the generalized eigenvalue problem
~Vum = mSum : (11.12)
To solve this we perform a Cholesky factorization of the S-matrix:
S = ~CT ~C ; (11.13)
where C is lower triangular. The eigenvalue problem can now be written as
~Vum = m ~C
T ~Cum : (11.14)







~Cum = m ~Cum : (11.15)







~um = m~um : (11.16)







= ~U ~UT ) ~V = ~CT ~U ~UT ~C : (11.17)
We can now write the interaction matrix as
~V = UUT ; (11.18)
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where U = ~CT ~U and  is the diagonal matrix lled with eigenvalues. If
we now set a threshold " so that if jij < ", i is set to zero. Using this
approximation the interaction matrix can be written as
~V" = U"UT ; (11.19)
with " = diag(1;    ; M ; 0;    ; 0). Inserting this approximation into
Eq. (11.7) gives us

















































Koch has shown [53] that the error of the low rank approximation ishpjV^app   V^lowjqi = O(") ; (11.27)
where " is the threshold set for the eigenvalues.
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11.2.4 Mean Fields and Interaction Elements














The number of operations for all the mean eld matrix elements are of order
O(NgridMN2), whereM is the number of eigenvalues and N the number
of orbitals. In contrast; the straight forward integral is of orderO(N2gridN2).



















If we store all the Z-matrices, the number of operations are of the order
O(M).
11.2.5 A Simple Test Implementation
Let us perform a simple test implementation of the low rank approximation.
As a basis we choose the same basis used in the spatial discretization of the
system, with N grid points. We set L = N and jii = jxii. The mass matrix
Q elements are
Qij = hxijxji = ij ; (11.33)
) Q = 1 : (11.34)
and the position representation of the basis is
hi(x) = (x  xi) : (11.35)
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For the interaction potential we use a shielded Coulomb interaction
V (x; y) =
1p
(x  y)2 + a2 : (11.36)
The weight function g(x) is set to be constant 1 for jxj 2 [0; 2] and to decrease
linearly from 1 to 0.1 for jxj 2 (2; 10]. The weighted overlap matrix S is then
Sij = g(xi)ij : (11.37)
A quick summary of the implementation of the algorithm:
1. Choose a basis fjiig and discretize it in an appropriate subspace of the
position space to get hi(x).
2. Set up the Q-matrix
3. Discretize the interaction matrix ~V
4. Calculate the S-matrix
5. Perform a Cholesky decomposition of the S to nd ~C








7. Compute U = ~CT ~U






Figure 11.1 shows the result of this test implementation. Using only 110 of
the original 200 elements the maximal relative error is about 0.0009.
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Figure 11.1: The gure on the left shows the shielded Coulomb potential.
The gure in the center shows the low rank approximation to the potential,




An important part of software-development is validation of the code. Code
validation is the process of verication of the code so that we know it pro-
duced the correct results.
The code validation process is started by comparing results with a special
case where an analytic solution can be found. After this verication the
program is tested against a study by Zanghellini et al [54]. In this study
the Multiconguration Time-Dependent Hartree-Fock (MCTDHF) method
applied to a one dimensional quantum dot. First the ground state energy
is calculated using imaginary time propagation. Using the ground state as
a starting point an electric eld simulating a laser is applied to the system.
The results are compared and the implementation is validated.
12.1 An analytic comparison
As a rst validation of the code, we will construct a simple test case for two









where x1 is the coordinate of the rst particle and x2 of the second. The
interaction between the particles is modeled by
V (x1; x2) =  "jx1   x2j2 ; (12.2)
where " is the interaction strength. This problem can be solved analyti-
cally, making it a perfect test for our numerical implementation. The total
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x22   "jx1   x2j2 : (12.3)
12.1.1 Analytic solution
To solve the problem analytically we have to rewrite the Hamiltonian by




(x1 + x2) ; r =
1p
2
(x1   x2) : (12.4)
Using these relations, we can nd















jx1   x2j2 = 2r2 : (12.7)















r2   2"r2 (12.8)
= H^R + H^r : (12.9)
The hamiltonian is now separable. The two solutions are given by
H^R(R) = R (12.10)
and
H^r (r) = r ; (12.11)











(r) = R(R) ; (12.12)
with the energy being














 (r) = r (r) : (12.14)
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Figure 12.1 shows the lowest energies as a function of  for the closed form
expression.










Figure 12.1: The analytical solution of the energy as a function of " for a
constructed system where the particles interact via an oscillator potential
where " is the interaction strength.
12.1.2 Numerical Solution
To solve the oscillator potential numerically the oscillator interaction was
rst implemented into the program as a subclass of the interaction class.
The spatial grid is uniformly distributed on the domain   = [ 10; 10] using
128 grid points. The dierential operator is calculated using Fourier trans-
formations. Figure 12.2 shows computations performed for dierent values of
" together with the exact solution. The numerical error is also shown, and it
is calculated by taking the absolute dierence between the numerical calcula-
tions and the closed form expression. The gure shows us that the numerical
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solution is very close to the analytic result for a low interaction strength ".
Increasing the interaction strength creates a larger dierence between the
results of the numerical simulation and the analytic result, as is expected
for a stronger interacting system. Increasing the number of orbitals makes
the program able to handle higher degrees of correlation, and it will produce
results closer to the analytical result. The convergence of the imaginary time
propagation is faster at lower ". This is due to the initial guess being closer
to the actual solution.
12.2 Replicating a Study of a Two-Electron
Quantum Dot
A study by Zanghellini et al [54] tests the MCTDHF method for a two-
electron quantum dot in one spatial dimension. The electrons are conned
by a harmonic oscillator potential and the electron-electron interaction is
modeled using a shielded Coulomb potential. The ground state is found by
performing an imaginary time propagation. Using the ground state as a
starting point, the system is radiated by a laser for a time-dependent study.
The electrons are conned by a harmonic oscillator potential




(x1 + x2) ; (12.17)
where 
 is the frequency of the harmonic oscillator. The interaction between
the electrons is modeled by a shielded Coulomb potential
VI(x1; x2) =
1p
(x1   x2)2 + a2
; (12.18)












(x1 + x2) +
1p
(x1   x2)2 + a2
: (12.19)
The laser used in the time-dependent study is modeled by
Vlaser(x1; x2; t) = (x1 + x2) sin(!t) : (12.20)
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(a) A comparison of the energies computed numerically and the exact energy given
by the analytic expression in Eq (12.16).















(b) Absolute errors in the numerical computations. The error is given by the
absolute dierence of the numerical results to the analytic solution.
Figure 12.2: A comparison of the numerical and the analytic results for the
oscillator interaction potential, where " is the strength of the interaction. The
computations are performed for dierent dierent sizes of the orbital-basis.
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12.2.1 Measuring quantities of interest
Degree of correlation






where pi are diagonal elements of the one-body density .
Overlap with the ground state
To monitor the behavior of the time-dependent system we observe the overlap





For two electrons the explicit form of the overlap is
h(0)j(t)i = h1(0)j1(t)ih2(0)j2(t)i   h1(0)j2(t)ih2(0)j1(t)i :
(12.23)
12.3 Results
To reproduce Zanghellini's results, we have taken care to prepared our calu-
altions as similarly as possible to the systems described in [54]. The grid
is uniform on the domain   = [ 10; 10], using a grid spacing of 0:1. The
oscillator strength of the conning potential is set to ! = 0:25, and the
shielding parameter in the Coulomb interaction is a = 0:25. The dierential
operators are computed using a three-point nite dierence scheme and with
Fourier transforms. The imaginary and time propagation is performed us-
ing a Runge-Kutta 4 and Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg integrator . For imaginary
time the optimal time-step varied quite a lot and the Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg
integrator was by far the best choice due to the adaptive step length. In the
case of ordinary time propagation the time step was approximately constant,
and thus there was no need to use the Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg integrator. Ta-
ble 12.2 shows a comparison between the ground state energies computed
by Zanghellini and the ones computed in this thesis. To show the eects of
discretization and choice of dierential operator, results using Fourier trans-
formations are also presented. The results are in most cases in agreement,
1 See Section 3.4.
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with only minor deviations. Such deviations are to be expected as there
might be minor dierences in the implementation and in how the system is
set up. However, there is a huge dierence in the results using four orbitals,
where Zanghellini's result is signicantly higher. A possible explanation is
that the convergence criteria used by Zanghellini was not strong enough.
The energy computed during imaginary time propagation can stabilize on
plateaus, appearing to have converged, but has in fact not, and a strict con-
vergence criterion is needed. In Figure 12.3 the electron density is presented.
A visual overview of the energy convergence, evolution of the orbitals, and
the wavefunction coecients is presented in Figure 12.5.
The time-dependent analysis is performed using the ground state by imag-
inary time propagation as an initial state. The angular frequency of the laser
is set to 
 = 8:0, and the initial state is propagated forward in time. Fig-
ure 12.4 shows the overlap of the propagated wavefunction with the initial
state. A visual comparison with Zanghellini's time-dependent results coincide
well.
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Figure 12.3: One-body density for the one-dimensional quantum dot shown
for an increasing number orbitals spanning the single-particle basis. The plot
is a replication of Zanghellini's study.
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Figure 12.4: Overlap of the intial and the time evolved state for the one-
dimensional quantum dot radiated by a laser with angular frequency 
 = 8:0.
The results are shown for an increasing number orbitals spanning the single-
particle basis. The plot is a replication of Zanghellini's study.
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Orbitals E[Ha] K E EZanghellini[Ha] KZanghellini
2 1:179569 1:000000 10 15 1:1795 1:0000
4 0:844959 2:000000 10 15 1:0214 1:3568
6 0:826123 1:726119 10 14 0:8261 1:7260
8 0:825462 1:711119 10 14 0:8255 1:7150
10 0:825031 1:702987 10 14 0:8250 1:7029
12 0:824916 1:699905 10 16 0:8249 1:6997
Table 12.1: Results using a three-point nite dierence scheme to calculate
the kinetic energy. The energy E is measured in Hartrees[Ha] and K is
the degree of correlation. The dierence in energy, E, is taken between
the last sample and the one 100 steps before, and is used as a measure of
convergence. The results are shown for an increasing number of orbitals
spanning the single-particle basis
Orbitals E[Ha] K E EZanghellini[Ha] KZanghellini
2 1:179585 1:000000 10 15 1:1795 1:0000
4 0:845038 2:000000 10 16 1:0214 1:3568
6 0:826220 1:725933 10 16 0:8261 1:7260
8 0:825559 1:710936 10 15 0:8255 1:7150
10 0:825128 1:702811 10 15 0:8250 1:7029
Table 12.2: Results using Fourier transformations to calculate the kinetic
energy. The energy E is measured in Hartrees[Ha] and K is the degree of
correlation. The dierence in energy, E, is taken between the last sample
and the one 100 steps before, and is used as a measure of convergence. The
results are shown for an increasing number of orbitals spanning the single-
particle basis
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(a) Convergence for 1 spatial orbital.







































(b) Convergence for 2 spatial orbitals.

















































(c) Convergence for 3 spatial orbitals.


























































(d) Convergence for 4 spatial orbitals.



































































(e) Convergence for 5 spatial orbitals.
Figure 12.5: The plots shows the spatial projection of the spin-independent
one-particle orbitals, the probability weighting of the expansion coecients
of the full wavefunction (in a Slater determinant expansion) and the energy








This chapter introduces the potentials we will use in our studies of the quan-
tum dots. Where applicable a physical interpretation is also given. To ex-
plore how the Multiconguration Time-Dependent Hartree-Fock (MCTDHF)
method works, a variety of potentials are tested to analyze its strengths and
weaknesses. We also want to show the exibility of the numerical implemen-
tation. The system of choice are the quantum dots, i.e., electrons conned
by some external potential. We will model the single quantum dot using a
harmonic oscillator potential, in one- and two-dimensions. The ground state
energies are well-known for this system [55] and for closed shell systems of
up to 20 electrons [56] and higher, but for time-dependence little has been
done. For a time-dependent study an electric eld representing a laser is
applied to the system. Other systems of interest are the double quantum
dots, which can be used to simulate, e.g., qubits in quantum computers [57].
The parameterization we use for the double well potential has a nite nature
and can be tuned to produce results closer to experiments.
13.1 Quantum Dots
Quantum dots are electrons conned in semiconducting heterogeneous struc-
tures and are typically on the nanometer scale. Typical quantum behavior
is shown through discrete levels of energy, and similar to atoms there are
magic numbers of electrons exhibiting higher binding energies. Due to sim-
ilarities with atoms quantum dots are often called designer atoms, as their
basic properties can be tweaked by modifying the conning potential, while
they retain their atomic like properties, even on the nanometer scale. In re-
cent years the interest in quantum dots have attracted lots of attention, with
possible uses in medial imaging [58], solar cells [59], quantum computers [60],
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and high resolution displays [61] to name a few areas of research.
For a thorough description of the electronic structure of quantum dots
the reader is referred to [1].
13.2 The model Hamiltonian













where p is the momentum, A is the electric vector potential, Vconf (ri) is the
one-body conning potential acting on particle i, VI(ri; rj) is the interaction
between particle i and j. In all our calculations the interaction potential will
be modeled by the shielded Coulomb potential.








p2 + Vconf (ri) +
NX
j<i
VI(ri; rj) + E(t)  ri
!
; (13.2)
where E is a time-dependent electric eld. In all our calculations we will use
a dimensionless form of this Hamiltonian.
13.2.1 The Interaction Potential
For the interaction between the electrons we will use a shielded Coulomb
interaction [62]
VI(r1; r2) =
pjri   rjj2 + a2 ; (13.3)






where 0 is the permittivity in free space, r is the relative permittivity, and






1 See section 3.5.
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where L0 is the natural length scale and V0 is a scaling factor. The shielded
Coulomb interaction is used to avoid singularities arising from the fact that
we are using a nite grid where jri   rjj2 will be zero when ri = rj. The
physical interpretation of the shielding parameter is the freedom the electrons
have in moving in a 'conned' direction.
13.2.2 Electromagnetic Fields
For systems where the Hamiltonian is described in the dipole approximation
and the length gauge, we can simulate a laser [63] with the electromagnetic
eld:
E = E0 sin(
t)^i: (13.6)
where i^ is the polarization vector, 
 is the angular frequency, and E0 is the
amplitude. The polarization vector is usually chosen as one of the cardinal
axis of the system, i.e., the x-axis of the system. For a dimensionless form
the amplitude Eo is divided by the scaling factor V0.
13.3 Conning Potentials
A quantum dot is an external potential that connes electrons within a spatial
region. We will now describe some forms of this conning potential.
13.3.1 The Quantum Dot
We will now look into the single quantum dot systems. This is mostly an aca-
demic model, making it perfect for comparison as the ground state energies
are well known. We will start by performing an imaginary time propagation
to nd the ground state. After the ground state is found, the system, with
the initial state being the ground state, is then radiated by a laser. Dierent
frequencies of the laser is tested on the system, to measure how the system
reacts.
Conning Potential
The conning potential is modeled as a harmonic oscillator potential






The same potential is used for one-dimensional and two-dimensional compu-
tations. Figure (13.1) illustrates the form of the potential.







Figure 13.1: An illustration of the one-dimensional harmonic well potential
as a function of the distance x.
Time-Evolution
To study the dynamics of a quantum dot, we will apply a simple time-
dependent electric eld
Vl(r1;    ; rN) =
X
i





simulating a laser with a polarization axis along the x-axis of the system.
The energy of such a laser is found using the Planck relation, relating energy
and frequency. The relation is
E = h (13.9)
where  is the frequency, or using the angular frequency:
E = ~~
 : (13.10)
To excite a system, the quantized dierence between two energy levels, E,
must be applied to the system. One way of applying this energy is by radi-
ating the system with a laser. If the angular frequency of the laser is decided
by Eq (13.10), that is 
 = E~ ; and the system is radiated by a short burst
from the laser using this angular frequency, the result should be an excitation
of the system.
13.3.2 The Double Quantum Dot
We will now look at the double quantum dot, or the so called quantum
dot molecule. The double quantum dot is basically two potential wells in
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close vicinity of one another. Such a systems can be used to simulate, for
example, the two-qubit quantum gate in the atom-chip conguration[64].
The quantum dots are commonly made of gallium arsenide (GaAs) [13], with
typical parameters being
m ' 0:067 ; "r ' 12:4 ;
where m is the eective mass and "r is the relative permittivity.
The One-Dimensional Double Quantum Dot














where d is the distance between the center of the wells.
The Two-Dimensional Double Quantum Dot
The potential [57] we use to model the two-dimensional double quantum dot


































An illustration of the form of the potential is shown in gure 13.2. Typical
parameter sizes[57] are
a = 30 nm; Vc = [20; 25; 30] meV; Va = Vb = V0 = 60 meV :
For a dimensionless scaling, V0, is used as the scaling parameter.
Time Evolution
The basic time evolution scheme will will employ is to radiate the double
quantum dot with a laser, and observe how this aects the electron density.
Another, approach is to simulate qubits by applying an external magnetic
eld. However, by applying a magnetic eld we can no longer take advantage
of the spin symmetries used to optimize the code, and therefore the applica-
tion of magnetic elds is outside the scope of this thesis. Another interesting
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Figure 13.2: A conning potential for a double quantum dot for the x and y
coordinates.
scheme is to change the shape of the conning wells and the barrier between
the quantum dots, and measure the reaction. The idea was to perform ex-
periments where the depths of the wells are changed over time, but a lack




In this chapter the numerical results of the systems introduced in Chapter 13
are presented, analyzed and discussed. To examine the Multiconguration
Time-Dependent Hartree-Fock (MCTDHF)-method we will begin with the
single quantum dot in one and two-dimensions. We start by studying the
spatial discretization, convergence properties, and analyze the number of or-
bitals needed for convergence. This is done for the one-dimensional system
since the computational costs are much lower, thus enabling us to perform
more test. Typical quantities of interest are ground state energies, electron-
distributions and simple time-development. All the results are generated us-
ing the MCTDHF method unless otherwise stated. For the two-dimensional
quantum dots the ground state energy computed with MCTDHF is compared
with results calculated using Variational Monte-Carlo (VMC) and Diusion
Monte-Carlo (DMC)1 methods. Note that this comparison is not exact as
the potentials are slightly dierent due to the use of a shielding parameter
in the Coulomb interaction, but it shows the main trends. After the initial
test of the single quantum dot, we will investigate the more complex dou-
ble quantum dot system. Note that some of the results are marked with a
asterisk, *. These results have not converged adequately to the convergence
criterion used.
All the computations are performed using a single-particle basis of orbitals
discretized on a uniform spatial grid. The number of orbitals used as a
basis are always chosen to ll the a full shell. Unless otherwise stated the
Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg (RK45) integrator is used both for imaginary time
propagation and real time propagation.
Most computations were performed on the Abel Cluster, owned by the
University of Oslo and the Norwegian metacenter for High Performance Com-
1The code-developed for VMC and DMC can be found at https://github.com/
sigvebs/VMC2.
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puting (NOTUR), and operated by the Research Computing Services group
at USIT, the University of Oslo IT-department. http://www.hpc.uio.no/
14.1 The Single Quantum Dot
To model the single quantum dot we use the harmonic oscillator potential,
described by Eq. (13.7). The computations are performed in both one- and
two-dimensions. The one-dimensional system has the benet of a much lower
numerical cost, and it is therefore easier to explore how the MCTDHF be-
haves. Using dierent oscillator frequencies, we can explore both tightly and
weakly bound systems, and measure the eect of the correlations on the
ground state energy, one-body density of the system, and how MCTDHF
manages for at dierent levels of correlations in the system. The oscillator
frequencies we will use are ! = 1:0 for the tightly bound, and ! = 0:01 for
the weakly bound system. The interaction between the electrons is modeled
using the shielded Coulomb interaction, described in Section 13.2.1, with an
interaction strength  = 1:0 and a shielding parameter a = 0:01. For both
the one- and two-dimensional computations the derivatives are calculated
using Fourier transformations.
14.1.1 The One-Dimensional Quantum Dot
The one-dimensional system allows us more exibility for exploration com-
pared to the two-dimensional system, due to the grid being quadratic in
two-dimensions - making the computations more demanding. We will ex-
amine the behavior of the MCTDHF-method by testing a variety of spatial
grids and orbitals. Ground state propagations are performed using up to 10
orbitals. For ! = 1:0 the domain of the spatial grid is   = [ 5; 5], and for
! = 0:01 we will use   = [ 50; 50]. The initial orbitals are the discretized
solution to the non-interacting harmonic oscillator problem, solved on  .
Imaginary Time Propagation
Figure 14.1 shows the results of the imaginary time propagation for a vari-
ety of resolutions of the grid, orbitals and oscillator frequencies. Figure 14.2
shows the convergence of the energy as a function of the number of imaginary
time steps taken the congurations using four and six orbitals. There is a
distinct dierence between the convergence shown in Figure 14.2a and Fig-
ure 14.2b. Using six orbitals the convergence is fast, and unproblematic, but
for the four orbital computations there are plateaus of apparent convergence,
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the convergence time increases with a ner grid resolution, and for 256 grid
points and four orbitals the computation does not converge at all. The dif-
ference in energy between 100 steps is less than 10 11, indicating a stiness
in the problem. This stiness is more apparent in the ! = 0:01 computa-
tions. For some reason the computations using four orbitals are especially
aected. As a test the initial orbital basis was exchanged with a randomly
chosen basis, but the plateaus of apparent convergence are still present.
Going back to the ground state energies presented in Table 14.1, we see
that the weakly bound system converges to a high precision using just 64 grid
points. A higher resolution do not seem necessary to describe to problem.
This is not the case for the strongly bound system, where the results do
not seem to converge within the chosen model space of the grid. For both
systems we observe that the results has yet to converge as a function of
orbitals, and we could probably get better results by increasing the number
of orbitals. The natural orbitals tells us the importance of specic orbitals in
the description of the wavefunction. If the natural populations are constant
when increasing the number of congurations, the system has converged.
Looking at Table 14.2 there is an indication that a minimum of six orbitals
are needed to describe the tightly bound system. Increasing the number of
orbitals above results in a ner adjustment of the weights.
The electron density is plotted in Figure 14.3. The densities for the
weakly bound system converge well within all the grid resolutions. However,
the results using two orbitals (one Slater determinant) is startling. Using one
Slater determinant causes the electrons to spread out over a large area, and
does not describe the system in a good way. Such a two orbital computation
is the same as a Hartree-Fock calculation. Besides this case, the electron
densities shows a well convergent behavior.
When performing MCTDHF calculations using imaginary time propaga-
tion, we are basically nding the optimal set of single-particle orbitals and
Slater determinants need to describe the wavefunction. This means that we
can now nd the minimum number of Slater determinants needed to de-
scribe a problem. Figure 14.1 shows the optimal set of Slater determinants
for both systems. The strongly bound system appears to converge towards
one dominant determinant and three semi-dominant. The weakly bound sys-
tem tends towards ve determinants, but as the number of congurations
is increased there are also more low weighted determinants inuencing the
system, indicating a higher degree of correlation.
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Orbitals ! E0[Ha] K ! E0[Ha] K Ngrid
2 1:0 6:370523 1:000000 0:01     64
4 1:0 2:742592 2:000000 0:01 0:0699575 2:000000 64
6 1:0 2:757946 1:840812 0:01 0:0695125 2:000479 64
8 1:0 2:739221 1:785771 0:01 0:0692433 2:069112 64
10 1:0 2:725294 1:749593 0:01 0:0692056 2:084288 64
2 1:0 5:084256 1:000000 0:01     128
4 1:0 2:743338 2:000000 0:01 0:0699590 2:000000 128
6 1:0 2:729194 1:760420 0:01 0:0695116 2:000888 128
8 1:0 2:712360 1:712892 0:01 0:0692432 2:069164 128
10 1:0 2:700519 1:682707 0:01 0:0692055 2:084238 128
2 1:0 4:517783 1:000000 0:01     256
4 1:0 2:876705 1:806759 0:01 0:0699590 2:000000 256
6 1:0 2:706676 1:700391 0:01 0:0695100 2:001558 256
8 1:0 2:691345 1:658681 0:01 0:0692430 2:069301 256
10 1:0 2:680994 1:632884 0:01 0:0692055 2:084239 256
Table 14.1: The results of an imaginary time propagation of the one-
dimensional quantum dot. The ground state energy is denoted E0 and is
measured in Hartrees[Ha], K is the degree of correlation, ! is the strength
of the binding potential and Ngrid is the number of grid points used.
2 orbitals 4 orbitals 6 orbitals 8 orbitals 10 orbitals 12 orbitals
0 1:000000 0:500000 0:709931 0:725479 0:735772 0:740819
1   0:500000 0:249855 0:237061 0:227409 0:223079
2     0:040214 0:035885 0:034680 0:033718
3       0:001575 0:001420 0:001582
4         0:000719 0:000639
5           0:000163
Table 14.2: Natural populations for the spin reduced orbitals for the one-
dimensional quantum dot with ! = 1:0 and Ngrid = 128. The numbers
are the natural populations of the natural orbitals. The left axis indicates
the natural orbitals (spin independent), and the top axis indicates the total
number of orbitals used in the computations.
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Figure 14.1: The plots show the probability weight of the expansion coe-
cients (Slater determinants) of the full wavefunction for the one-dimensional
quantum dot with Ngrid = 128 for an increasing number of congurations.
The results on the left are for the tightly bound system with ! = 1:0, while on
the right the we see the results for the weakly bound system with ! = 0:01.
Time Propagation
We will not perform any time-dependent analysis of the one-dimensional
quantum dot as it was studied during the validation of the code by means of
comparing the results with published results by Zanghellini [54], see Chap-
ter 12 for details.
14.1.2 The Two-Dimensional Quantum Dot
For the two-dimensional quantum dot computations are performed using the
oscillator frequencies ! = 1:0 and ! = 0:01 , on a uniform grid with a
resolution of 128 points in both dimensions, totaling 16384 points. Ground
state propagations are performed for up to 20 orbitals, using closed shells.
For ! = 1:0 the domain of the spatial grid is   = [ 5; 5]  [ 5; 5], and
for ! = 0:01 we will use   = [ 40; 40]  [ 40; 40]. The initial orbitals are
the discretized solutions to the non-interacting harmonic oscillator problem,
solved on  .
As an experiment to test the time-development the system is radiated
by a laser. Two dierent frequencies are tested: the rst arbitrarily chosen,
the second based on the energy gap between the ground state and the rst
excited state.
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Figure 14.2: Convergence of the energy for the one-dimensional, two-electron
quantum dot with ! = 1:0, for dierent resolutions of the spatial grid. The
computations are performed using imaginary time propagation.
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Figure 14.3: The electron density of the one-dimensional, two-electron quan-
tum dot using dierent resolutions of the spatial grid. The results in the left
column are for the strongly conned system with ! = 1:0. The results shown
in column on the right are for the weakly conned systems with ! = 0:01.
The densities where computed from the wavefunction found using imaginary
time propagation.
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Imaginary Time Propagation
We will start with the results of the strongly conned system, i.e. the system
with ! = 1. The imaginary time propagation results are shown in Table 14.3.
The convergence of the energy, as function of integration steps, is shown in
Figure 14.5. The gure clearly dictate that one determinant is dominating
the solution. This is in stark contrast to the one-dimensional results where
the weights are spread of several determinants. This is also shown in the
degree of correlation. The two-dimensional systems shows less correlations
than the one-dimensional. The electron density is plotted in Figure 14.4.
For all the congurations the electron density has one distinct peak in the
center of the potential. Increasing the number of orbitals does not change
the shape notably. A comparison with the one-dimensional electron density,
shown in Figure 14.3, demonstrates a qualitative dierence between the one
and two-dimensional systems - the one-dimensional quantum dot has two
peaks.
The natural populations of orbitals are show in Table 14.5. It is clear
that one spatial orbital is dominating the solution, but in order to get a ne
adjustments to the energy, a multiple of excited orbitals are required. The
same trend is seen by observing the dominant number of Slater determinants,
shown in Figure 14.5.
The results of the ground state calculations for the weakly bound sys-
tem is shown in Table 14.3. For ! = 0:01 the convergence, as a function
of orbitals, is slower compared to the strongly bound system. This is not
surprising as the system shows a higher degree of correlation. Figure 14.6
shows that an additional number of Slater determinants are needed to de-
scribe the system. There is no longer one dominant determinant. This is also
seen from the ground state energy, where the result using one determinant
is far-removed from the multi-determinant computations. The natural pop-
ulations, shown in Table 14.6, seems to support this interpretation. There is
still one dominant spatial orbital, but it is not as dominant as in the strongly
bound system. The weights are in general more spread out - this systems
needs a higher number of orbitals for an accurate description. The electron
densities for some congurations are shown in Figure 14.4. Observing the
densities, it is clear that the one determinant solution does not reproduce
the electron structure at all. The congurations using more than two or-
bitals show a circular structure with a hole in the center. The results using
six and 12 orbitals show a similar structure; increasing the number of orbitals
appears to widen the quantum dot slightly.
Comparing the ground state energies with results generated using VMC
and DMC, presented in Table 14.4, we notice that the MCTDHF results are
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Orbitals ! E0[Ha] K E1[Ha] Ngrid
2 1:0 3:197010 1:0   16384
6 1:0 3:054969 1:117140 3:7699 16384
12 1:0 3:026028 1:110113 3:7682 16384
20 1:0 3:018412 1:106866   16384
2 0:01 0:115818 1:0   16384
6 0:01 0:075030 2:022636 0:0798381 16384
12 0:01 0:073920 2:273976 0:0760413 16384
Table 14.3: Imaginary time propagation results for a two-dimensional quan-
tum dot, were E0 is the ground state energy and E1 indicates the energy of
the rst excited state, both given in units of Hartrees[Ha]. The degree of






Table 14.4: Ground state energies for the quantum dot in two-dimensions
computed using Variational Monte Carlo (VMC) and Diusion Monte
Carlo (DMC).
somewhat higher. Note that the results computed using VMC and DMC
did not use a shielded Coulomb interaction - a direct comparison is not
entirely correct. One point of notice, though, is that the weaker bound system
produces results better than VMC, and quite close to the DMC results. DMC
is known to be one of the most accurate and ecient methods for nding the
ground state energies.
When comparing the strongly and weakly bound systems for the number
of steps needed for convergence, we observe, in general, that the weakly
bound systems shows a higher degree of stiness and needs more time to
converge. In most cases the results appear to converge correctly, but some
of the results have not shown an adequate degree of convergence, and could
be only partially converged. For the two-dimensional computations there are
no trace of the plateaus of apparent convergence, just a slowly descending
energy after the initial convergence. This descent can be very long, though.
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2 orbitals 6 orbitals 12 orbitals 20 orbitals
0 1:000000 0:945330 0:948542 0:950175
1   0:027335 0:023009 0:022256
2   0:027335 0:023009 0:021904
3     0:004212 0:003866
4     0:000614 0:000581
5     0:000614 0:000574
6       0:000247
7       0:000236
8       0:000092
9       0:000070
Table 14.5: Natural populations for the spin reduced orbitals for the two-
dimensional, two-electron quantum dot with a conning strength ! = 1:0.
The numbers are the natural populations of the natural orbitals. The left axis
indicates the natural orbitals (spin independent), and the top axis indicates
the total number of orbitals used in the computations.
2 orbitals 6 orbitals 12 orbitals
0 1:000000 0:661006 0:610419
1   0:172232 0:182973
2   0:166762 0:182942
3     0:010258
4     0:006707
5     0:006702
Table 14.6: Natural populations of the spin reduced orbitals for the two-
dimensional, two-electron quantum dot with a conning strength ! = 0:01.
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! = 1:0 ! = 0:01







































(b) Two spatial orbitals.
















































































Figure 14.4: Electron densities of the two-electron quantum dot. The results
on the left are for the strongly conned system with ! = 1:0. On the right
we have the results for the weakly conned system with ! = 0:01. The
densities where computed from the wavefunction found using imaginary time
propagation.

































































































































Figure 14.5: Energy convergence of the imaginary time propagation for the
two-dimensional single quantum dot with ! = 1:0. The spatial orbitals and
the expansion coecients (Slater determinants) are shown at the last time
step.
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Figure 14.6: Energy convergence of the imaginary time propagation for the
two-dimensional single quantum dot with ! = 0:01. The spatial orbitals and
the expansion coecients (Slater determinants) of the full wavefunction are
shown at the last time step.
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Time Propagation
As an experiment in time evolution the quantum dot is exposed to a short
laser pulse. The laser is linearly polarized along the x-axis, and is modeled
by Eq. (13.8). The amplitude is set to E0 = 1:0 . Two dierence frequencies
are tested: the rst arbitrarily chosen, the second is based on the energy
gap between the ground state and the rst excited state. For the arbitrarily
chosen frequency we are not expecting the system to excite, it should only
perturbate the system. For the second test, the frequency, which we will call
the excitation frequency, is decided by the energy gap between the energy-
states of the quantum dot. If set correctly, the quantum dot should absorb
the energy of the laser, thereby exciting the system in a stepwise manner.
Basically, we are modeling a resonance phenomena. We are expecting the
quantum dot to oscillate at a higher frequency and amplitude when radiated
by the excitation frequency compared to the arbitrary frequency.
For the arbitrary frequency the angular frequency is set to 
 = 8:0. The
excitation frequency is calculated using the dierence in energy between the
ground state and the rst excited state given in Table 14.3. For the two
and six orbital computations the angular excitation frequency is set to 
 =
0:7149, and for the computations using twelve orbitals we use 
 = 0:7422.
The results of the radiation, using the arbitrary frequency, are shown in
Figure 14.7 and Figure 14.8. As expected the laser only perturbs the system
about the ground state. The shape of the results in Figure 14.7 are the
same for all the congurations. The dierence is only the amplitude of the
oscillations.
Figure 14.9 shows the overlap of the time-evolved state and the initial
state of the quantum dot, radiated by the laser using the excitation frequency.
The system is rapidly thrown out of the initial state, containing no remnants
of the ground state. This is exactly the result expected when radiating a
systems with a laser using an energy shift corresponding to the excitation
energy of the system. The absorption of energy is seen in Figure 14.10, where
we see a step-like excitation of energy. Figure 14.11 shows the time evolution
frame-by frame. The quantum dot absorbs the energy, and the eect of the
absorption is that the whole quantum dot starts oscillating about the center
of the potential. The time evolution is computed correctly, but the size of the
grid is actually to small, which introduces some unphysical boundary eects
when the quantum dot gets close to the boundaries. This is not a problem,
however, as this only happens quite late in the simulation. The shape of the
quantum dot should be conserved, but the last frames show a distortion of
the quantum dot when it gets to close to the boundary.
Comparing Figure 14.12, showing time evolution using two orbitals, with
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Figure 14.7: Overlap with the initial state for a the two-dimensional, two-
electron quantum dot radiated by a laser with an arbitrarily chosen angular
frequency 
 = 8:0.
Figure 14.11, where twelve orbitals are used, there does not seem to be any
large qualitative dierences between the results of the time evolution.
Finally, Figure 14.13 shows an example of the step length chosen by the
Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg solver to keep the error in the propagation below a
threshold of 10 12.
14.2 The Double Quantum Dot
For our simulations of the double quantum dot we will utilize dierent poten-
tials for the one- and two-dimensional computations. The interaction between
the electrons is, as before, modeled using the shielded Coulomb interaction,
described in Section 13.2.1. The interaction strength, , and the shielding
parameter, a, will be dened by the material used in the simulated. For both
the one- and two-dimensional computations the derivatives are calculated
using Fourier transformations.






































































Figure 14.8: The energy as a function of time for the two-dimensional, two-
electron quantum dot using a one-particle basis containing 12 orbitals. The
system is radiated by a laser with an arbitrary chosen frequency. The spa-
tial orbitals and the expansion coecients (Slater determinants) of the full
wavefunction are plottet for the last time step.
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Figure 14.9: The two-dimensional, two-electron quantum dot is radiated by a
laser using a frequency based on the dierence in energy between the ground
state and the rst excited state of the undisturbed system. The gure shows
the overlap with the initial state.






























































Figure 14.10: The energy as a function of time for the 12 orbital system
radiated by a laser using a frequency tuned to the system. The spatial orbitals
and the expansion coecients (Slater determinants) of the full wavefunction
are plotted for the last time step.
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Figure 14.11: Time evolution of the two-dimensional, two-electron quantum
dot, described in a one-particle basis containing 12 orbitals, radiated by a
short laser pulse using the excitation frequency. The time evolution is read
from left to right, with the top left showing the initial state, and the bottom
right shows the result for the last time-step. Between each frame 250 time-
iterations are performed.
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Figure 14.12: Time evolution of the two-dimensional quantum dot, described
in a one-particle basis containing two orbitals, radiated by a short pulse laser
using the excitation frequency. The time evolution is read from left to right,
with the top left showing the initial state, and the bottom right shows result
for the last time-step. Between each frame 250 time-iterations are performed.
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(a) The step length used during imaginary time propagation of the two-dimensional
quantum dot.









(b) The step length used during time propagation of the two-dimensional quantum
dot radiated by a laser with an arbitrary frequency.
Figure 14.13: Step length as a function of the number of steps taken for the
two-dimensional quantum dot. The step length chosen by the Runge-Kutta-
Fehlberg integration scheme to keep the error below a certain threshold.
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14.2.1 The One-Dimensional Double Quantum Dot
For the double quantum dot in one-dimension we are using the potential
given by Eq. (13.11). The parameters are chosen to match the ones used in
Kryvi's master thesis [12]. The distance, d, between the wells is set to d = 8.
For the shielded Coulomb potential we will use  = 0:6 and a = 0:1. The
grid is uniform distributed on the domain   = [ 15; 15].
Imaginary Time Propagation
Table 14.7 shows the results of an imaginary time propagation of two elec-
trons trapped in a double well. The convergence to the ground state, as a
function of imaginary time steps, is shown in Figure 14.14. Comparing with
Kryvi's result for the ground state, E0 = 1:0467, the results coincides well for
four orbitals. We observe a rapid convergence with the number of orbitals;
the dierence in energy between four and six shells are of order 10 6. Inter-
estingly there is a better correspondence between the results using a higher
number of orbitals, independently of the grid-basis used.
Table 14.8 shows the natural population of the orbitals. As with the
energy, there is a clear indications that the system is described accurately
using only four orbitals as the weight is almost exclusively on the two rst
spatial orbitals.
The electron density is shown in gure 14.15. We see the same here -
the electron density of the two-orbital computations does not describe the
system in an adequate way.
Comparing the results for the single quantum dot with the ones for the
double quantum dot, we see that the double quantum dot actually converges
faster as a function of orbitals, towards a stable ground state energy. This
convergence is much slower for the single quantum dot. But the comparison
is note entirely fair as the potentials are quite dierent.
Time Propagation
Using the ground state found in the previous section as the initial state, the
system is radiated by a laser described by Eq. (13.11). The amplitude of the
laser is E0 = 1. The angular frequency is set arbitrarily to 
 = 8:0. The
purpose of the radiation is to observe how the system reacts to a disturbance.
To illustrate the reaction, Figure 14.16 shows the overlap with the initial
state. The gure clearly shows that using one Slater determinant - that is
the equivalent of using the time-dependent Hartree Fock method, does not
produce acceptable results. By increasing the number of shells by one, the
results seems to converge towards the correct solution. This is also seen in
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Orbitals E0[Ha] K Ngrid
2 2:112064 1:000000 32
4 1:046950 2:000000 32
6 1:046948 1:999999 32
2 1:810520 1:000000 64
4 1:046727 2:000000 64
6 1:046726 2:000000 64
2 1:703949 1:000000 128
4 1:046727 2:000000 128
6 1:046726 2:000001 128
Table 14.7: Results of imaginary time propagation for a one-dimensional
quantum dot, were E0 is the ground state energy. The degree of correlation
is given by K.
2 orbitals 4 orbitals 6 orbitals
0 1:000000 0:500312 0:500504
1   0:499688 0:499495
2     0:000001
Table 14.8: Natural populations of the spin reduced orbitals for the one-
dimensional double quantum dot.
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Figure 14.14: Energy convergence for two electrons trapped in a one-
dimensional double well potential shown for an increasing number of orbital-
s/congurations.
the ground state propagation results. But bear in mind that the ground state
found using imaginary time propagation is used as a starting point, and for
the two-orbital case the ground state wavefunction is very dierent from the
ones generated using more orbitals.
14.2.2 The Two-Dimensional Double Quantum Dot
As a nal test of the implementation we will simulate a double quantum dot
in two-dimensions. The double quantum dot is modeled after the potential
given by Eq. (13.12). The idea was to change the depth of the wells over
time, and measure of the system reacts, but due to a lack of information
how to model time evolution for such a system, we have only performed an
imaginary time propagation. All calculations are performed on a uniform grid
  = [ 9:0; 9:0][ 4:5; 4:5], with a resolution of 12864 points, totaling 8192
grid points. The choice of parameters are inuenced by reference [57], where
they are simulating a double quantum dot for use in quantum computers.
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Figure 14.15: Electron density for two electrons trapped in a one-dimensional
double well potential shown for an increasing number of orbitals/congura-
tions.
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Figure 14.16: Overlap with the initial state and the time propagated state
for a two electron system in a one-dimensional double well potentials, shown
for an increasing number of orbitals/congurations. The system is radiated
by a laser with frequency 
 = 8:0.
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Orbitals E[50meV] K Ngrid
2  0:97619 1:0 8192
6  0:99150 1:68018 8192
12  0:99150 1:67913 8192
Table 14.9: The results of an imaginary time propagation of the two-
dimensional, double quantum dot. The ground state energy is denoted E0,
K is the degree of correlation and Ngrid is the number of grid points used.
The parameters we used are
Va =  1:0 Vb =  1:0
Vc = 0 lx = 2:5
ly = 2:0 Lbx = 2:0
Lby = 2:0 a = 3:4453 :
The Coulomb interaction strength is set to  = 0:42079 and the shielding
parameter is set to a = 0:01. All parameters are given in dimensionless units,
with an energy scaling V0 = 50meV.
Imaginary Time Propagation
Table 14.7 shows the results of an imaginary time propagation of for the
double quantum dot. We see that the energy converges quickly as a function
of orbitals, but note that the result for 12 orbitals has not converged to
our convergence criterion. It could be that the energy would have fallen
lower down if the computation was allowed more time. The results show
that the double quantum dot has a stronger degree of correlation than the
single quantum dot, by comparing the degree of correlation. The electron
densities are shown in Figure 14.17. An interesting point is that the single
conguration actually manages to reproduce the electron density quite well,
much better than the one-dimensional calculation.
14.3 Discussion
In the previous sections we have presented the results of computations on
quantum dots conned in various potentials and simulated in one- and two-
dimensions. The experiments were limited in the extent that only two-
electron systems were studied. But the results were interesting in themselves,
and show us that the MCTDHF method works. We will now discuss some of
the results in the following subsection.































Figure 14.17: Electron densities of the double quantum dot. The densities
where computed from the wavefunction found using imaginary time propa-
gation.
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A Comparison of MCTDHF with other Many-Body Methods
First, the Time-Dependent Hartree-Fock (TDHF) is an example of a method
that cannot describe correlations well. In the limit of one conguration,
MCTDHF is the same as TDHF. On the other hand, if the number of cong-
urations tends towards innity, we regain the standard propagation method.
By increasing the number of congurations, we should see a better represen-
tation of the correlation eects, and in general represent the wavefunction
more accurately. Correlations play a stronger role when the potential energy
is dominating the problem. This is typical of weakly bound systems, like the
ones conned in a harmonic oscillator with ! = 0:01. Checking the degree
of correlation, K, in Table 14.1, Table 14.3 and Table 14.7, we can con-
clude that this indeed the case. For the weakly bound single quantum dot
and double well systems the degree of correlation is high. For these systems
the TDHF method should not produce good results. A quick glance at the
electron density plots, i.e., Figure 14.15 and Figure 14.4,shows us that, in-
deed, TDHF does not produce good results for these systems. The TDHF
results cannot describe the structure - one determinant does not produce
any meaningful results. However, if we increase the number of congurations
in the MCTDHF computations, the electron densities shows more structure
and describes the correlation eect better. In most of our computations we
see that the conguration level above Hartree-Fock often reproduces most of
the correlations, and increasing the conguration space above this only gives
ner adjustments. On the other hand, if we look at the results of the strongly
conned quantum dots in two-dimensions, the electron distribution and time
evolution follows the same shape for the TDHF results as the calculations
performed using more congurations. This is seen both in the imaginary
time results and the time propagation results. The only dierence is the
amplitude, as seen in Figure 14.16.
Comparing the ground state energies found for the two-dimensional quan-
tum dot, with results computed using VMC and DMC, we see that the results
are in agreement. DMC is considered as one of the most accurate methods for
nding the ground state of a system. The results computed in this thesis are
close2 to the DMC results. Nevertheless, DMC is a faster and more accurate
method - but it cannot be used in time-dependet studies. Using MCTDHF
to compute the ground state is not ecient, if that is the only purpose. We
computed ground states to test the MCTDHF method, and to explore con-
vergence behavior and create initial states for use in time propagation. When
compared with more accurate methods, like DMC, the MCTDHF-method is
2 Do keep in mind that the Coulomb interaction used in VMC and DMC does not
include a shielding parameter.
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slow and produced results with higher energy. It also has problems with
singularities due to the nite grid, and a shielding parameter must be intro-
duced in the Coulomb interaction. However, if the energy is not the most
important quantity, the MCTDHF-method is the method to use for time-
dependent study of fermionic quantum systems.
Imaginary Time Propagation
There are two types of convergence we have to take into account when solving
the MCTDHF equations of motion using imaginary time: the convergence of
the energy as a function of the conguration space, and the convergence of
the iterative solution to the MCTDHF equations within that conguration
space. Looking at Figure 14.2, we see examples of both these cases. The
gures show convergence of the energy for two dierent computations, both
performed using imaginary time propagation, the only dierence is the size
of the conguration space. The top gure shows the results of an energy cal-
culation using four orbitals, where the energy is struggling to converge and
we are seeing plateaus of apparent convergence. The gure on the bottom
shows the same system, computed using six orbitals, and it has no conver-
gence problems. One possible reason is that the initial wavefunction, using
six orbitals, has a larger overlap with the ground state, whereas in the four
orbital case the overlap is almost non-existent.
We have seen that some of the system are described very well using only
a few orbitals, while others need a larger basis to converge. In some cases
the Hartree-Fock case produces adequate results, but be careful, if there are
correlations in the system it will not produce good results. For our ground
state computations the rst few orbitals usually contains over 90% of the
energy. Increasing the basis gives smaller contributions for every step.
For some of the systems, like the one-dimensional quantum dot and the
one-dimensional double quantum dot, we have explored dierent resolutions
of the spatial grid. The eect of using various grid resolutions is very system
dependent. The one-dimensional double quantum dot converges rapidly to
the solution within a conguration space, while the one-dimensional single
quantum dot needs a still higher resolution to represent the solution correctly.
There are two obvious sources of error: the choice of dierential operators
and calculation of the integrals elements. A Fourier transformation is used
to compute the second derivative, and it should be close to numerically exact
for the grids we have used. The interaction elements are calculated using
trapezoidal integration, which has a higher source of error, and is probably
causing some of the discrepancies. It is, however, somewhat strange that
the double quantum dot converges better as a function of the grid resolution
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since the spatial domain is larger.
If we look at the number of congurations needed to describe the one-
and two-dimensional quantum dots with ! = 1:0, shown in Figure 14.1 and
Figure 14.5, we see that the two-dimensional system is actually better de-
scribed by one determinant. By checking the degree of correlation for both
systems it clear the one-dimensional system is stronger correlated than the
two-dimensional system. This means that the Coulomb repulsion in one-
dimension has a larger impact on the electrons. A comparison of the electron
density plots, shown in Figure 14.3 and Figure 14.4, also shows this eect. In
one dimension the electrons are pushed further apart, resulting in two maxi-
mum points. In two dimensions the electrons have more options for possible
radial distances, creating a smaller quantum dot.
Time Evolution
The results of the time evolution shows the same trends as with imaginary
time propagation. For the strongly correlated systems the Hartree-Fock re-
sults are useless, and for the less correlated systems Hartree-Fock seems to
produce adequate results. We performed some numerical experiments where
the two-dimensional quantum dot was radiated using dierent frequencies.
The results of the time evolution reproduced the physics we expected: us-
ing the right frequencies excites a system, choose the wrong frequencies and
the system is only slightly disturbed. We did, however, have some problems
with the spatial domains. If we look at Figure 14.11 we see some unnatural
boundary eects. A better choice of discretization would be to increase the





The aim of this mater's thesis was to solve the time-dependent Schrodinger
equation for quantum dots using the Multiconguration Time-Dependent
Hartree-Fock (MCTDHF)-method. First, we started by reviewing the ba-
sic quantum mechanics needed to solve the many-body problem. We then
briey examined the most common method used in time evolution of quan-
tum systems. The method of choice, MCTDHF, was reviewed in detail. Us-
ing C++, we implemented the MCTDHF method, using an object-oriented
approach. The whole development process is comprehensively documented
so that anyone interested in the implementation can benet from our ex-
perience. The code developed is available under a GPL license and can be
found at https://github.com/sigvebs/MCTDHF for anyone to look at, use
or expand. We veried the implementation of the MCTDHF method by com-
paring results generated using our code with published results by Zanghellini
et al [54]. The code has successfully produced results for two electron quan-
tum dots, in one and two-dimensions. We have explored dierent potentials
and presented the results. Using imaginary time propagation we found the
ground state of the systems, and by analyzing the results, we have shown the
importance of correlations in quantum dots, and demonstrated where the
Time-Dependent Hartree-Fock (TDHF) method fails. We studied dynam-
ics by applying electromagnetic elds. The ground state was propagated in
time by integrating the MCTDHF equations of motion using a Runge-Kutta-
Fehlberg integrator. Since time evolution of these systems has previously not
been done, the results are in some cases unique.
Future Prospects
We have seen that the MCTDHF method reproduces known results and is
well suited for the study of time evolution of quantum systems. The future
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goal is to optimize the implementation, both numerically and algorithmically,
so that larger systems, not accessible by solving the standard propagation
scheme, may be studied.
To optimize the code, the rst projects are the implementation a Dis-
crete Variable of a Representation [16] basis, and improving the low rank
approximation of the potentials by using the H-matrices [51] formulation.
The next step would be to truncate the interaction space in a smarter way.
There are several methods performing such truncations, one being the S-
MCTDH [65] method which uses a selected CI space, or another, the OAT-
DCC [33] method, that uses Coupled Cluster theory to dene the congura-
tion space. The implementation of a more ecient parallelization scheme is
a priority.
Having implemented such optimizations, we could easily study larger sys-
tems and apply, for example, magnetic elds. A rst study could be the
double quantum dot in a magnetic eld. Simulating such systems allows us
to study qubits used in quantum computers [10]. Other topics of interest are
electron ionization and transport in quantum dots.
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